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ABSTRACT

MODELING AND CONTROL FOR ROBOTIC ASSISTANTS:

SINGLE AND MULTI-ROBOT MANIPULATION

Monroe D. Kennedy III

Kostas Daniilidis

Vijay Kumar

As advances are made in robotic hardware, the complexity of tasks they are capable of per-

forming also increases. One goal of modern robotics is to introduce robotic platforms that require

very little augmentation of their environments to be effective and robust. Therefore the challenge

for a roboticist is to develop algorithms and control strategies that leverage knowledge of the task

while retaining the ability to be adaptive, adjusting to perturbations in the environment and task

assumptions. This work considers approaches to these challenges in the context of a wet-lab robotic

assistant. The tasks considered are cooperative transport with limited communication between team

members, and robot-assisted rapid experiment preparation requiring pouring reagents from open

containers useful for research and development scientists. For cooperative transport, robots must be

able to plan collision-free trajectories and agree on a final destination to minimize internal forces

on the carried load. Robot teammates are considered, where robots must reach consensus to min-

imize internal forces. The case of a human leader, and robot follower is then considered, where

robots must use non-verbal information to estimate the human leader’s intended pose for the car-

ried load. For experiment preparation, the robot must pour precisely from open containers with

known fluid in a single attempt. Two scenarios examined are when the geometries of the pouring

and receiving containers and behaviors are known, and when the pourer must be approximated. An

analytical solution is presented for a given geometry in the first instance. In the second instance, a

combination of online system identification and leveraging of model priors is used to achieve the

precision-pour in a single attempt with considerations for long-term robot deployment. The main

contributions of this work are considerations and implementations for making robots capable of per-

forming complex tasks with an emphasis on combining model-based and data-driven approaches for

best performance.
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Nomenclature

SE(3) The special euclidean group in three dimensions.
W,R,E,H,O SE(3) frames: world, robot, end-effector, human, carried load (respectively).
A, B Mobile manipulator arm and base SE(3) frames respectively.
t, td, t0, tf Time: t is current time, td is time delay, t0 is an initial time and tf is the final time.
RWA Rotation matrix: subscript indicates rotation from frame A to W.
φWA Vector of exponential coordinates: rigid body orientation vector in SE(3). Subscript indi-

cates rotation from frame A to W. φWA is the axis angle representation of rotation from
frame A to W which is the unit rotation axis multiplied by the rotation angle and satisfies
the exponential map: RWA = exp

(
φ

[×]
WA

)
(which is the exponential of the skew symmet-

ric matrix constructed from φWA).
ri Position vector in inertial frame W.
pWA(t) Pose vector: the pose of frameA in inertial frameW , pWA(t) =

[
x y z φx φy φz

]T
with x, y, z being the translation component and φWA the vector of exponential coordi-
nates.

T (pWA), TW,A,FK( · ) Transformation matrix: SE(3) transformation matrix describing transla-
tion and rotation from frame A to frame W. FK( · ) is transformation
from inertial frame to end-effector frame.

d Translation component x, y, z of rigid body transformation.
x, ẋ, x̂, x̄, x, X State representations: state, time differentiated state, estimated state, state mean,

state vector, state matrix respectively.
z Output variable, derived from the state.
v, ω Velocities: Linear and angular velocities in inertial frame.
qa,i, qb,i, q Generalized coordinates: generalized coordinates of manipulator, base and vector

representation.
J(q) Jacobian: The derivative of the forward kinematics map with respect to generalized coordi-

nates.
m, ρ, V Material properties: mass, density and volume.
g Gravity.
li Manipulator link lengths: (constant quantities for determining forward kinematics).
I, Ĩ Rigid body inertia: 3 × 3 inertia matrix in body fixed frame and transformed into another

frame.
D(q), C(q̇,q), G(q) System Dynamical Terms: Generalized inertia matrix, Coriolis, centrifugal

vector and gravity vector.
π Vector for linearized manipulator dynamics.
W Work.
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K,P Energy: kinetic and potential energy respectively.
L Lagrangian.
H Hamiltonian.
τ Torque: applied at revolute joints.
f 3x1 force vector in inertial frame.
w Wrench: 6x1 force and torque vector in inertial frame
ex Error vector, subscript indicates state.
Ch, Cnh Sets for holonomic and non-holonomic constraints.
Amanip Constraint matrix for manipulator dynamics against external forces.
Gi Contact wrench: contact wrench used to define the resultant force and moment in body fixed

frame for a force applied at ri.
f( · ), F Dynamical systems model: describes the evolution of states as a function of the current

state, inputs and systems parameters. F is a linear model.
β(t) Model parameter vector: vector of model parameters that may vary with time.
S Objective function for optimization.
PH Objective function hessian.
∇x Gradient operator.
γ Step-size gain.
λ Lagrange multipliers.
Q Positive semi-definite matrix.
pr( · ) Probability density function.
pstat Discrete probability of an event.
η Noise: usually associated with sensor measurement or general uncertainty.
N Gaussian Distribution
Σ Generic covariance matrix.
χ Chi-points: points in unscented Kalman filter used to characterize the uncertainty for nonlinear

functions
Zkf , χ,Kkf ,Qkf ,Rkf ,Lkf ,Mkf Kalman Filter: measurement matrix, Chi/sigma points, Kalman

gain, measurement uncertainty, process uncertainty, measure-
ment covariance update, state covariance update.

σ( · ), cov( · ), Γkf , Wσ Kalman filter: sigma point operator, covariance operator, sigma point
matrix operator, sigma point weighting matrix.

κ( · , · ) Kernel function.
V [ · ] Variance: used to characterize uncertainty of a test point for a Gaussian process.
σκ, lκ,K, LGP Gaussian process parameters: Gaussian radial basis function variance and length-

scale, covariance matrix, information matrix.
eres Residual error between model approximation and generating data.
u Control input.
s Control objective: error attenuation after feedback linearization if necessary.
Llie Lie derivative operator: lie derivative of a function along a vector field measures changes in

the function along differential equation solutions of the vector field.
V , Llie,fV(x) Lyapunov function and Lie derivative, note that if x(t) is a solution to ẋ(t) =

f(x(t), t) then V̇(x(t)) = Llie,fV(x).
M , Ωc, Ss Controller Stability: invariant set, region of stability, stable set.
Kp, Kd Control gains: proportional and derivative gains.
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L, A, D, G Laplacian matrix, adjacency matrix, diagonal neighbor matrix and graph respectively.
Tchrd Path Planning: time allocated to complete path chord segment.
h, s Human Intent Quantities: Human leader head orientation and step vectors.
α, β Pouring and receiving containers respectively. These will be used in Part III.
Vα, Vβ Container volume: for either container α or β.
Aβ , Aα Area: associated with cross-sections in either containers α or β.
hα, hβ Fluid height: fluids heights associated with either containers α or β.
LL,α Container lip width function: describes lip width for the pouring container.
qfr Volumetric flowrate.
Vβ Pouring: receiving container fluid volume.
VL,α,Vα,t Pouring: volume above the pouring container lip edge.
Vs,α, Vα,θ Pouring: volume below the pouring container lip edge.
As,α Pouring: cross sectional area separating volume above and below pouring edge in pouring

container.
hL,α Pouring: height of fluid above the pouring edge lip of the pouring container.
AL Pouring: cross-sectional area of fluid exiting pouring container at the pouring edge.
v(hL,α) Pouring: velocity of fluid exiting pouring container.
Pbern Pouring: Pressure on fluid from atmosphere used in Bernoulli equation.
Wα Pouring: Specified pouring container width.
Hα Pouring: Specified pouring container height.
lα Pouring: Specified pouring container length.
ϕ, rL,α Pouring: pouring container lip opening angle for V-shaped lip with angle ϕ and circular

lip with radius rL,α.
Γ( · ) Pouring: Symmetric container geometry function, describes symmetric radius as a function

of height.
HΓ Pouring: Symmetric container height.
Vβ,θ, Vα,θ Pouring: Volume profile, this is the volume versus angle for the receiver and pouring

containers.
eΓ Pouring: ‘distance’ between two symmetric container geometries.
r̄res, rres,max Pouring: residual after fitting volume profile, residual average and maximum al-

lowed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Over the past few decades robotics has evolved from automation in the 1980-90’s to major break-

throughs in autonomy in the 2000’s and now to human-augmentation. With each advance, robots

have become more capable, with augmentation being the most exciting endeavor to date. The goal

is to now go beyond teleoperation and performing repetitive tasks, and become effective, capable

collaborators with human teammates. To meet this objective robots must not only be capable of

completing complex tasks, but it is essential that the robots be able to consider humans working

alongside them. Using human-human collaboration as a standard, humans are able to effectively

complete complex tasks together, and sometimes require minimal explicit (e.g. verbal) communi-

cation by anticipating the actions of others in the team. Incorporating these abilities into robots is a

large area of research, and this work takes a step towards making it become a reality.

1.2 Challenges and Opportunities

To be effective collaborators, robots must be able to perform complex tasks reliably in unstructured,

dynamic environments designed for humans. An outstanding challenge is how to effectively model

the complex tasks in such a way that natural perturbations that occur for a deployable robotic system

can be accommodated within expected operation conditions. Another challenge is how can the robot

become a more effective collaborator, with the ability to communicate in more natural ways with
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human counterparts (where natural indicates similarity to human-human interaction). An additional

challenge is how to make the robot capable of performing complex tasks and becoming an effective

collaborator with limited training examples and data. To address these challenges, this work pro-

poses to leverage model-based approaches (such as knowledge of physical models and principles)

along with the modern data-driven techniques in system identification, to allow the robot to adapt

to perturbations in task assumptions and in one presented instance, even estimate the humans intent

within the task.

1.3 Problem Statement

Given a collaborative (or assistive) manipulation task with a given metric of success, can the robot’s

model of the task be learned or adapted, and a controller designed which maximizes the metric of

success?

For a given task which can be represented in terms of relevant states x, the problem is to de-

termine the set of robot actions u that will facilitate the desired state. Formally, given a state x(t)

which combines the robot and the task, the robot’s input u(t), modeling parameters β(t), and output

z(t), the general system dynamics are described by

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t),β(t), t)

z(t) = h(x(t),β(t), t) (1.1)

where f( · ) is the dynamical system process model and h( · ) is the output function. If a desired

output based on the task objective is described by the function

zdes(t) = hdes(x(t),β(t), t), (1.2)

then output error can be defined as

e(t) = zdes(t)− z(t) (1.3)
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The goal is to find the control input which meets the task objective by minimizing this error while

better approximating the system dynamics. In certain applications this requires adjusting the model

of the system dynamics to better reflect the true world model. This is represented formally by

minimizing the following functional subject to the system dynamics

min
u(t)

S = m(x(tf ), u(tf ), tf ) +

∫ tf

t0

g(e(t),β(t),x(t), u(t), t)dt

subj to: ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t),β(t), t)

z(t) = h(x(t),β(t), t) (1.4)

where m( · ) and g( · ) are the terminal and running costs respectively. For the described model and

parameters this may reduce to an optimal control problem, but for unknown model parameters this

formally considered an adaptive control problem. In some instances the complete structure of f( · )

and h( · ) are unknown (not just parameters β). In this case to meet the overall objective by reaching

a final desired output, these functions must also be identified.

1.4 Thesis Contributions and Outline

Figure 1.1: An illustration of a mobile manipulator. This manipulator has seven degrees of freedom and the
mobile base is non-holonomic. For every joint the position, velocity and efforts are observable.

When a robot performs a manipulation task, the control problem in (1.4) can be subdivided into

the characterization of a functional describing operational success, a model for the robot, a model

for the task and a control policy. The control policy is designed to combine the knowledge of both

the robot and the task to approach the optimum described by the functional. When prior knowledge

about the task dynamics are known, it can be combined with system identification techniques for

improved modeling. For many tasks, valid performance requires prediction of a future state of
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the system. When this is required, the estimated model can be used in predictive control with the

performance improving with increasing model accuracy.

This thesis considers these concepts of task modeling for stable control in real-world collabora-

tive tasks. This work first presents the cooperative transport problem where robots must transport a

load as a member of a team through an obstacle filled environment. The task is to transport the load

while avoiding obstacle collisions, as well as minimizing internal stresses in the carried load which

consume energy and do not contribute to motion. It is noted that the optimal solution is centralized,

where a single governor dictates the actions of all members. However when robots are decentral-

ized, or when humans are present as teammates, centralized solutions are not always viable. Hence,

it becomes a necessity to collaborate in order to approach the centralized performance. The contri-

butions of this work toward this goal considers the entire pipeline of effective transport. First, if a

goal pose is agreed upon by all teammates, with the assumptions that all collaborators want to avoid

collision and conserve energy by taking the shortest feasible path this work presents a computa-

tional efficient way to decompose traversable free-space which contains the optimal path. Secondly,

this work considers the case when robots are teammates with other robots while not knowing other

robots grasp locations, but the the goal pose and optimal path is known by all robots. For this case,

this work presents a computationally efficient way that robots can minimize internal stresses in the

carried load if they reach consensus while simultaneously transporting. Third, this work considers

the case when robots are teammates with humans, and humans are the leaders with an internal goal

pose that is not initially known to the robot. In this case it is assumed that the human does not want

to collide with obstacles and wants to take the shortest, feasible path. This work presents a way

that robots can learn from how humans effectively transport with humans based on human leader

observation, specifically asking the question: based what direction is the leader’s head pointing,

how are their feet moving, what is the haptic force and torque felt in the carried load applied by

the leader, what is the velocity of the carried load and finally what are the surrounding obstacles

how do human followers predict the motion of human leaders? A method of transferring this highly

complex model from the human-human observation to the robot is successfully demonstrated. With

this ability to reasonably predict the humans expected pose on a short time horizon, then within that
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short look-ahead time a collision free trajectory can be applied and with the known grasp points

of the human and robot the wrench that minimizes internal stresses can also be applied along the

calculated optimal trajectory for efficient transport. This work presents this method of prediction

and leaves for future work the complete combination of the pipeline from demonstrated successful

components.

This work then considers the task of a robot assistant preparing an experiment for collaboration

with wet-laboratory research scientists. The task is to efficiently pour fluid between an open pouring

and a receiving container. An efficient pour is characterized as both quick and precise. It is assumed

that there is no spillage and that the properties of the poured fluid are known. The contributions of

this work for this task are two fold. In the case where the geometry of all containers are known,

and the receiver can be observed during the pour, an analytical solution is provided which considers

the expected flow-rate of the fluid given both containers geometry. With this analytical solution,

the robot is able to pour very quickly and precisely leveraging a hybrid controller that both ensures

steady flow and considers the system dynamics in order achieve the desired receiver volume. In the

case where the geometry of the pouring container is not known analytically, it is assumed that the

geometry can be approximated by an initial external scan of the container. While for simplicity this

work considers symmetric pouring containers, this is not a limitation as long as a distance metric can

be defined between container geometries. During the pour only the receiving container is observed,

and the system dynamics must be adjusted based on an initial estimate obtained from a single scan

of the pouring container geometry. The main contribution in this case is that both classical system

identification and learning are used simultaneously to predict the pouring container behavior. This

prediction is a necessity because the time delay between the rotational velocity control input of the

pouring container and the observed volume in the receiver is substantial for certain pouring container

geometries. This predicted model for the pouring container is then used in a hybrid controller to

achieve the control objective by anticipating the nonlinear dynamics. This is implemented on the

Rethink Robotics Sawyer and KUKA intelligent industrial work assistant (iiwa) manipulators.

The methods developed in this work are easily generalized for new tasks. It is assumed that

the task process model is not fully known, but some inherent structure can be exploited. For a
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process model manifold that is continuous with low curvature, system identification can leverage

the inherent structure and be coupled with model priors from data utilized in a framework such as

Bayesian modeling approach (in this work a Gaussian process). When the process model manifold

is continuous but has high curvature, statistical modeling approaches like the Gaussian process be-

come expensive in areas of high curvature as the generating data must be maintained. Here it is

advantageous to utilize a neural network with adequate architecture. This is because the computa-

tional graph is capable of representing the highly curvature manifold of the process manifold with

the static computational graph structure, allowing for an efficient model representation. Often with

high curvature process model manifolds it is harder to exploit knowledge of the inherent structure.

However this knowledge can usually be used as a guide when designing the neural net architecture.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows, Chapter 2 presents related work in collaborative

robotics and task adaptation, Chapter 3 presents mathematical preliminaries. In the next section,

the problem of cooperative transport is investigated. Robots must collaborate in order to transport

a load in a cluttered environment without collision while conserving energy by minimizing internal

stresses on the load during transport. Given a target pose for the carried load, Chapter 4 presents

a method of computationally efficiently modeling the free space that can be traversed. This free

space decomposition is then used to obtain an optimal trajectory that remains in the interior of the

free space. In Chapter 5, it is assumed that a target trajectory has been determined, and the goal is

to efficiently transport the load while minimizing internal stresses and therefore conserve energy.

When all robotic teammates know the grasp location of all other teammates the control input can

be calculated to transport along the trajectory while minimizing internal stresses. Chapter 5 investi-

gates the scenario where there are teams of robots, but communication is limited or expensive and

the grasp location of other robotic teammates are unknown. An efficient consensus algorithm is

proposed where robots share critical, minimal information in order to reduce internal stresses. In

Chapter 6, a human leader robot follower scenario is considered. The stipulation is that explicit

communication (verbal, digital, gestures) is not permissible between the human and robot. It is

also assumed that no prior contextual knowledge about the carried object is known for the robot

follower to make an educated guess on the expected final intended location. Therefore the robot
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must observe both the human leader and the surrounding environment to make an educated guess

on a local horizon about the humans intended target pose which would lie on the global intended

trajectory. Chapter 6 presents a method of leveraging select measurable quantities to estimate the

human leaders intended pose on a local time horizon. Together, these sections describe and provide

contributions to the entire cooperative transport framework for human robot collaborative trans-

port. When carrying with a human collaborator, Chapter 6 allows for the prediction of the leaders

intended pose for a local time horizon, Chapter 4 allows for computationally efficient free space

decomposition for planning a collision free trajectory to the local goal, and if the grasp location of

the human is known then Chapter 5 presents a controller to actuate along the trajectory in a manner

that minimizes interaction forces.

In the next section, autonomous precision pouring is investigated. The goal is for a robotic

assistant to quickly and precisely pour a specified amount of a known fluid between open containers.

This is directly useful for wet-lab scientists who perform many rapid experiments. In Chapter 7 it

is assumed that analytically models for both the pouring and receiving container geometries are

known. A control strategy is proposed that allows for quick precise pours leveraging the known

analytical model. In Chapter 8 the geometry of the pouring container does not have an analytical

representation and the geometry must be estimated in order to approximate the underlying pouring

dynamics. A modeling strategy is proposed which leverages both system identification as well as

machine learning to estimate the model while performing control in order to pour precisely from the

known container in a single attempt. Finally, conclusions and ideas for future work are presented in

Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Collaborative Robotics

2.1 Collaborative Tasks

The goal of robotics is to make human life safer, more enjoyable and more productive. As robotics

matures use cases arise where robots must work with and around humans in close proximity while

manipulating objects and navigating in unstructured, dynamic environments. Specifically, human-

robot collaboration is an important emerging field with high societal and economic impact. Robots

can perform collaborative tasks in a variety of environments, including but not limited to indoor

environments such as a domestic or office buildings and perform service tasks for assisted living or

general assistance. Assistant robots are also valuable in outdoor environments in both rural and ur-

ban settings with examples being street cleaning, farming or construction. This work will focus on

robot assistants in indoor environments, specifically pertaining to home or work environments. An

example of collaborative robots in such domestic settings is robots living alongside people as effec-

tive ‘roommates’, setting the stage for robots preparing meals and performing or assisting in chores

[7, 8, 53, 84]. Collaborative robots can also be considered to directly augment the disabled, with

a common use case being a semi-autonomous wheelchair with manipulation capabilities [42, 52].

In these instances, robots must be able to perform dexterous tasks in human-based unstructured

environments. A challenge is the modeling the expected dynamics of manipulated objects while

adapting to other environmental considerations that may perturb the expected behavior while ro-

bustly performing the given task. Manipulated objects generally have affordances (an intended use
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and style of manipulation) that may be a function of the object geometry or augmented property

(e.g. an open container filled with liquid may be handled differently than an empty container). Ap-

propriate methods to approximate and model these affordances for manipulation while achieving an

expected performance is a topic of ongoing research [51].

2.2 Methods of Improving Task Execution in Unstructured Environ-

ments

One approach to improve manipulation abilities for complex tasks in low or unstructured environ-

ments is learning from demonstration. In the context of manipulation, various levels of abstraction

may be employed. For instance, the relation between task success and joint motion or even low

level joint velocities and efforts correlating to a portion of a task. In imitation learning, the robot

attempts through trial and error to reproduce operational success by extracting key features from ob-

served motions and efforts [36, 37, 53]. The robot may also record the joint states during successful

operation and try to reproduce these for repeated success [57, 58].

A more contextual approach is to better understand the task and environment in order to better

reason about the conditions leading to successful task execution. One obvious approach is to use

prior knowledge about expected interaction during manipulation with a level of compliance so that

desired performance can be achieved without a highly accurate model [1]. Another approach is to

improve the model by explicitly involving the human in the model update through direct questions

[12]. The robot can interact with the human in the context of training where the robot tests the

humans response, essentially playing games with a purpose [36]. If it is possible for the robot

to ‘fail’ at a task multiple times with the ability to reset the task state and not suffer significant

repercussion, then the robot may perform the task and use failure cases to improve performance

under certain assumptions [69].

One component the robot may be required to model is the collaborating human’s intent. One

effective way to convey intent is through explicit verbalization [84]. A drawback to this approach

is that for complex tasks, this form of communication can quickly become laborious. When intent

is not explicitly stated it is generally impossible for the robot to know with absolute certainty what
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the human intends [7]. Therefore, in such cases it is often useful to consider the human input in the

context of the task and environment along with some prior knowledge. An example of this in the

transport scenario is the assumption that the human would want to avoid collision. In this example,

the task becomes determining the free region of space and estimating the desired path which would

minimize expended energy [29, 52]. Methods of implicit communication may include (but are not

limited to) tracking of the pose of the human leader’s head, observing the wrench applied by the

leader and observing the motion of the human leader’s feet [7, 20, 67].

The works considered in this section all performed the tasks of autonomous pouring or cooper-

ative transport in a cluttered environment in whole or in part. The next section will further consider

the task of cooperative transport.

2.3 Cooperative Transport

The general cooperative transporting problem is to have a robotic agent work effectively with single

or multiple counterparts to transport an object through a cluttered environment without collision

while wasting limited energy on motions or forces that do not contribute to the specified desired

trajectory. One way to characterize these wasted forces is through interaction forces, which are

forces that apply tension or compression to the carried object while not contributing to overall

wrench or motion [35, 78]. An example of wasted motion is that which does not contribute to

achieving the objective trajectory or obstacle avoidance, adding no value to transport (e.g. spinning

in place). When there is a designated leader, the robot must be able to ascertain the desired trajectory

from the leader in order to carry effectively. This objective can be performed through explicit

communication where for a human leader indicates desired motions verbally to direct the robot. And

in the case of repeated carrying paths, the expected efforts can be recorded and mimicked [57, 84].

When explicit communication is limited, the robot teams can use their limited communication to

augment existing shared knowledge to transport effectively [30, 31, 68, 71]. When explicit or digital

communication is not possible or feasible, then implicit communication must be employed. A

common approach is to allow the robot to be compliant, where an applied wrench over a given

threshold causes the motion of the robot while it supports the carried object [1, 24–26, 67, 76]. In
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addition to compliance, it is important for the robot to move in a manner that considers the grasping

and kinematic constraints [17, 63, 74, 82]. It is also important during fast motions to consider the

coupled dynamics of the manipulator and the mobile base of the mobile robot [14, 83]. Another

consideration is the modeling of obstacles for collision avoidance. Obstacles can be represented

using polytopes with mixed integer quadratic programming to ensure estimated feasible trajectories

lie outside obstacles [43]. This is usually very computationally expensive, which leads to the method

of modeling free traversable space for collision avoidance [16, 29, 77], and is usually far more

computationally tractable. Another approach is to use a more continuous representation of obstacles

with potential fields, where viable paths do not pass through or too close to obstacles as the heuristic

would drastically penalize an invalid path [52]. Finally, when carrying an object with a human with

implicit communication, the human intent (as it relates to desired motion) must be modeled. With

commercially available sensors and open-source software it is relatively straightforward to track a

humans head pose, feet motion, torso and the applied wrench through the manipulator. If desired,

these can be combined with predefined gestures that indicate desired motion, or the relation between

these quantities and the intended motion can be adapted from a model prior or learned with no or

few assumptions using deep learning methods [20, 67]. Studies show that human collaborators

prefer when robotic teammates can anticipate their intent as this makes the interaction feel more

natural [22]. In implementation, this usually takes the form of the robot being proactive, by using

intent estimation as a feed-forward term in control [6, 27]. Another challenging task is autonomous

pouring, where similar to cooperative transport the objective for successful task completion is clear

however the pouring model may be unknown.

2.4 Autonomous Pouring

Robotic autonomous pouring is an important technology for improving the safety, productivity and

repeatability in the wet laboratory setting as well as increasing the abilities of mobile manipulators

in domestic environments. Work has been done to allow robots to effective manipulate containers

and pour liquids in kitchen settings [8, 51, 53]. To effectively handle fluids, the liquid must first

be observable. Many methods have been used to track fluids, from tracking the water during flight
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using thermal imaging or optical flow [61, 80] to detecting the surface of standing fluid [56] or in

a clear pouring container classifying the amount of fluid into discrete amounts [45]. Once the fluid

has been observed, the pouring process must be modeled. This can be done by either designing

pouring dynamics that resembles the observed physics then using system identification to improve

estimated parameters [49, 72], or by learning effective motion primitives that produce the expected

flowrate correlated with joints states [34, 58, 69] or container geometry [11, 38].

In order to pour precisely, the robot must perform feedback control to pour the desired amount

of fluid. To pour relatively quickly, smooth pouring trajectories can be designed with input shapers

to transport the filled container to the pour location and pour without sloshing [2, 4, 85], and it is

noted in [33] that minimum jerk motions are especially effective in minimizing sloshing. Depending

on the desired degree of precision, the volume of the fluid can be generally classified to set volume

amounts [62], or the fluid can be directly observed for more precision [28]. The geometry of the

pouring container determines the relation between the robots angular motion and the pouring rate.

The geometry of the container and flowrate can be explicitly modeled [28, 50] or the container

model can be abstracted by realizing that pour motions for full containers if followed are successful

for any starting volume and describes a maximum volume versus angle curve for sufficiently slow

and steady pours [42].
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Chapter 3

Mathematical Preliminaries

In this section the mathematical foundation is presented for controlling manipulators for complex

tasks in unstructured environments. First, the essentials of mobile manipulator kinematics and dy-

namics is presented. Then the fundamentals of optimization and optimal control is discussed, which

then sets the stage for model predictive control. In real world scenarios, the estimated task models

may need to be adjusted and adapted as more information is obtained. This leads to a discussion

of state estimation, then model approximation and adaptive control. When the main structure of

the model is unknown, learning techniques can be leveraged to construct a model from data. Fi-

nally, given an adequate model representation, the essentials for nonlinear control and stability are

presented. While most of the work in later chapters require model estimation in addition to nonlin-

ear control, the discussion of considerations leading to these methods is valuable when considering

deployable robots.

3.1 Mobile Manipulator Kinematics

Consider a rigid body, the degree of freedom (DOF) of the body describes the number of param-

eters (or coordinates) required to fully describe the pose of the rigid body. Holonomic constraints

are those that are functions of the coordinate states. If these constraints are not explicit functions

of time they are called scleronomic constraints. Whereas if they are they are functions of time,

they are referred to as rheonomous constraints. A constraint that is a function of the derivative of
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the coordinates is called non-holonomic. Generalized coordinates qi are defined as those that are

independent of each other and are not subject to holonomic constraints, and therefore describe the

effective degree of freedom for the system. If the constrained system is in equilibrium in the pres-

ence of external forces then the principle of virtual work states “The work done by external forces

corresponding to any set of virtual displacements is zero.” [65]. For a system that is not in static

equilibrium, D’Alembert’s principle considers the balance of external forces and the use of the dif-

ferentiated momentum of a particle as a force acting over a ‘virtual’ (infinitesimal) displacement.

This paves the way for solving the equations of motion of a system as a function of the kinetic

and potential energy as well as external forces, and is formally referred to as the Euler-Lagrange

equations of motion. When ordinary coordinates are used, the constraints restrict motion. These

can be represented in the dynamics using the representation of Lagrange multipliers that essentially

prescribe the required force to ensure the stated constraint is respected during motion.

R
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E
<latexit sha1_base64="bJR8W5cFlGJheP6RMkp3ImyY3t4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bJR8W5cFlGJheP6RMkp3ImyY3t4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bJR8W5cFlGJheP6RMkp3ImyY3t4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bJR8W5cFlGJheP6RMkp3ImyY3t4=">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</latexit>

qb1
<latexit sha1_base64="YPNyqXtI4z8JfFZm9E9+0IWVZFM=">AAAEqHicfVPdbtMwFPa2AiP8bXAJFxbVxDZNUdOBQKBJY0iIy23aH0q6ynGcNTSxg+2sFMtvwAW38CS8Cnc8CsdpB82GsBTp5Pic7/vOj+Myz5TudH7OzS+0rl2/sXjTu3X7zt17S8v3j5SoJGWHVORCnsREsTzj7FBnOmcnpWSkiHN2HA/fuPvjcyZVJviBHpesV5AznqUZJRpcRx/7Jg5sf6nd8Tv1wVeNYGq0tx/92PuFENrtLy98iRJBq4JxTXOiVBh0St0zROqM5sx6UaVYSeiQnLEQTE4KpnqmlmvxCngSnAoJH9e49s5mGFIoNS5iiCyIHqjG3RkTBdNyDJdYMYYv/v0ySbHgeCBGWAuckzEWlcZ6wHAJeT4+GDDJniicC618L7rIM+RpSUrmZGFQlDOtmXQWeVb7nen7PmaaevhvVk54oigEuDwpNNFQkiP6I+hyRa6Uf1UUVjp90TMZLyvNOJ20J61yV4WbGE4yyajOx2AQKjPoMKYDIgkFoc3e6Gz42TZ5pSTjpiuBflcFBydnIyqKAipZj2gmYXBJGPRM5GDCi6XaWnVkvvtd6xkPz5yIi4SFagBd2JrkbySSjDYyzqFvwLjVhaXANcAaNu3AvrLWW1ECT2lxpl7iC2rTlJmzVGfJp3/ET2/M6Y41+9b0X1vPa7aBcQV7NlugifZLMbJht2dA9yQgPHWSejWGaXetxUAGMEDhgg3jSf+thM21RmnY7H5a/3hN3FSnNty8CosNNlGcYgDGNcHmLAFk1fgTSHMOAwbF/+NRQzYSpXUDwu3g1IQwJveooKMevN/g8mu9ahx1/aDjB3vwkHfQ5Cyih+gxWkUBeo620Tu0iw4RRR/QV/QNfW+tt3Zbx633k9D5uWnOA9Q4rfg3kl2O8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HU3KrdiQJxuji/5XP6lQ4db8tQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HU3KrdiQJxuji/5XP6lQ4db8tQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IFLuNutwPQkFPPYjEg+b2kdQyos=">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</latexit>

qb2
<latexit sha1_base64="r9QgoDwunRykoOwjrpyq2xNh+Hw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g6xGccYFZ0s1aMB7SetR0oQiAPY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g6xGccYFZ0s1aMB7SetR0oQiAPY=">AAAEqHicfVPLbtQwFE3bAUp4tbAEIYtRRVtV0WQKAoEqlSIhlm3VF0rSkeM4nTCJHWynw2B5yY4FW/iS/grfwE9wnenApK2wFOnm+t5zzn04LvNMqk7n18zsXOva9RvzN91bt+/cvbeweP9A8koQuk94zsVRjCXNM0b3VaZyelQKios4p4fx4K29PzylQmac7alRSaMCn7AszQhW4Dr41NNx1/QW2h2vUx902fDPjfbmo7Od318fn233Fue+hQknVUGZIjmWMvA7pYo0FiojOTVuWElaYjLAJzQAk+GCykjXcg1aAk+CUi7gYwrV3ukMjQspR0UMkQVWfdm4O6G8oEqM4BJJStHk3yuTFHGG+nyIFEc5HiFeKaT6FJWQ56G9PhX0qUQ5V9Jzw0mexs9KXFIrC4GinCpFhbXw89pvTc/zEFXERf+ycswSSSDA5gmusIKSLNFfQRcrsqVcVVFQqfRlpDNWVooyMm5PWuW2CjsxlGSCEpWPwMBEZNBhRPpYYAJCm71R2eCLafIKgUdNVwL9rgoGTkaHhBcFVLIakkzA4JLAj3RoYYLJUm0sWzLP/q5E2kVTJ2Q8oYHsQxc2xvlricDDtYwx6BswbnRhKVANsIJ02zevjXGXJEfntCiTr9CEWjdl5jRVWfL5ivjzG328ZfSu0b03xnWbbaBMwp5NF6jD3ZIPTdCNNOgeBwTHVlJUY+h21xgEZAADFDZYU5b03gnYXKOlgs3upfWP28RNVWqC9cuwSCMdxikCYFQTrE8TQFaNP4bUpzBgUPw/HjmgQ14aOyDU9o91AGOyjwo66sL79S++1svGQdfzO56/Aw95yxmfeeeh88RZdnznhbPpvHe2nX2HOB+d784P52drtbXdOmx9GIfOzpznPHAapxX/AUagkFc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3dBJtqKRuqtxS1O1cZs5A1W+XuY=">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</latexit>

qa1
<latexit sha1_base64="Mfg48v+M/wR8XtYJRZLQcjJdEt0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DjqKM1RisjAa4TBt814UfnOvgMI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DjqKM1RisjAa4TBt814UfnOvgMI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/2X7cXiYI/eIKUXV6GquSBPXHPQ=">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</latexit>

qa2
<latexit sha1_base64="k/TWARc4A/wAMrdUU9MPj1ih4MY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="npJGAs91pT6fxtqLukPPAR3PusQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="npJGAs91pT6fxtqLukPPAR3PusQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXFFgKI36oPewf3xvzfEGFfQb7I=">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</latexit>

qa3
<latexit sha1_base64="8Q8epcwikHlbiSRreOi/9s1LEGE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ib1dR4JoSZb9j9mbsFtQUYvwagU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ib1dR4JoSZb9j9mbsFtQUYvwagU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ly3Kpb7LdJeW89zu/vt/n9Uvc2w=">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</latexit>

qa4
<latexit sha1_base64="5V8fHvTAWRaqbaDCOy7JL5tilU8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Aqk2LEA2aUQABeTlwe3zBpbUAd0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Aqk2LEA2aUQABeTlwe3zBpbUAd0=">AAAEqHicfVPdbtMwFPa2AiP8bXAJQhbVxDZNUdOBQKBJY0iIy23aH0q6ynWcNTSxg+2sFMuX3HHBLTzJXoVn4CU4TldotglLkU6Oz/m+7/y4V2Sp0q3Wr5nZuca16zfmb3q3bt+5e29h8f6BEqWkbJ+KTMijHlEsSznb16nO2FEhGcl7GTvsDd66+8NTJlUq+J4eFayTkxOeJiklGlwHn7qGPLPdhWbLb1UHXzaCc6O5+ehs5/fXx2fb3cW5b1EsaJkzrmlGlAqDVqE7hkid0oxZLyoVKwgdkBMWgslJzlTHVHItXgJPjBMh4eMaV97pDENypUZ5DyJzovuqdnfCRM60HMElVozhyb9fxAkWHPfFEGuBMzLCotRY9xkuIM/He30m2VOFM6GV70WTPKi/IAVzsjAoypjWTDqLPK/8zvR9HzNNPfwvKyM8VhQCXJ4UmmgoyRH9FXSxIlfKVRWFpU5edkzKi1IzTsftScrMVeEmhuNUMqqzERiEyhQ6jGmfSEJBaL03Oh18sXVeKcmo7oqh32XOwcnZkIo8h0pWI5pKGFwcBh0TOZhwslQby47Md78rHePhqRNxEbNQ9aELG+P8tViS4VrKOfQNGDfasBS4AljBphnY19Z6S0rgc1qcqld4Qm3qMjOW6DT+fEX8+Y053rJm15ruG+t59TYwrmDPpgs00W4hhjZsdwzoHgeEx05Sp8Iwzba1GMgABihcsGE87r6TsLnWKA2b3U2qH6+Om+jEhuuXYbHBJuolGIBxRbA+TQBZFf4Y0pzCgEHx/3jUgA1FYd2AcDM4NiGMyT0q6KgH7ze4+FovGwdtP2j5wQ485C00PvPoIXqCllGAXqBN9B5to31E0Uf0Hf1APxurje3GYePDOHR25jznAaqdRu8PSt+QWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L4/n/86g9DHgfCHJWd9KiBDr8Ig=">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</latexit>

qa5
<latexit sha1_base64="ili8k1N+mb6AmZS+R4GP0ly8LXI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fiMXBGf9T9Jg6wC9rDk3cZe6380=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fiMXBGf9T9Jg6wC9rDk3cZe6380=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yb0Omu0mG5HwwIUaRff5clfHmCs=">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</latexit>

qa6
<latexit sha1_base64="/OuleU3iiXCRV7lu8VcsqR8RRU0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xWUhkYwd+Y1cD99fCbvZimZZ/xo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xWUhkYwd+Y1cD99fCbvZimZZ/xo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TQkWew5UvPx3NT/mhQVXVBo/toE=">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</latexit>

qa7
<latexit sha1_base64="Dz3+amap+tBWX9LtdugkmDfLsMA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KmwvB42U9qC9xrY3X/72KZ3V74Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KmwvB42U9qC9xrY3X/72KZ3V74Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="34inYOgBbGUGu27VHQrO3zZT5RM=">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</latexit>

lb1
<latexit sha1_base64="tFNCb0YNFBCfsJmEQS/+SPFG8mA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tFNCb0YNFBCfsJmEQS/+SPFG8mA=">AAAE2HicfVNLb9QwEE7bBUp4tXDkYrGqaFEVJfugPFSpFAlxLFVfIklXjuPsRpvYke3tsliWuCEkThz5NVzhH/BvmGR3oWkrLFkaj2e+b55RkaVSue7vhcWlxrXrN5Zv2rdu37l7b2X1/pHkI0HoIeEZFycRljRLGT1UqcroSSEozqOMHkfD1+X/8RkVMuXsQE0KGua4z9IkJViBqrfS0UEF4ot+FGrX6bpuu/t803Xcrc7TVgeErW670/FMECU66+nIM8b0VppgUB10WfBmQtOanb3e6tLXIOZklFOmSIal9D23UKHGQqUko8YORpIWmAxxn/ogMpxTGeoqMoPWQBOjhAu4TKFKe95D41zKSR6BZY7VQNb++pTnVIkJfCJJKZq/nSJOEGdowMdIcZThCeIjhdSAogL8HHQwoII+lijjSjp2MPfTuFPggpZhIYgoo0pRUUq4W+lL0XEcRBWx0T+vDLNYEjAo/QRXWEFKJdHfgC5mVKZyVUb+SCXPQp2yYqQoI9PyJKOszKLsMIpTQYnKJiBgIlKoMCIDLDCBQOu1Uenwo6nzCoEndVUM9R7lDJSMjgnPc8jkSUBSAY2LfS/UQQnjz4dwe70kc8rnRqhtdO4EjMfUlwOowvbUfzMWeLyZMgZ1A8btFgwFqgA2kG565qUx9prkaEaLUvkCzal1PcyMJiqNP1xhP/vRp7tG7xvde2Vsu14GyiTM2fkEdbBf8LHxW6GGuKcG/mkZUlhh6GbLGARkAAMUpbGmLO69ETC5RksFk91Lqoddx01UYvz2ZVikkYYdQwCMKoL2eQLwqvCnkPoMGgwR/49HDumYF6ZsEGp6p9qHNpVLBRW1YX+9i9t6WThqOZ7reO86zZ3d2SYvWw+tR9a65Vlb1o711tqzDi1ifbd+WD+tX433jU+Nz40vU9PFhZnPA6t2Gt/+AGG/nDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tFNCb0YNFBCfsJmEQS/+SPFG8mA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tFNCb0YNFBCfsJmEQS/+SPFG8mA=">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</latexit>

lab
<latexit sha1_base64="q2ValCTeKrAHG/BOX9jmY3SbwvE=">AAAE2HicfVNLb9QwEE7bBUp4tXDkYrGqaFEVJfugPFSpFAlxLFVfIklXjuPsRpvYke3tsliWuCEkThz5NVzhH/BvmGR3oWkrLFkaj2e+b55RkaVSue7vhcWlxrXrN5Zv2rdu37l7b2X1/pHkI0HoIeEZFycRljRLGT1UqcroSSEozqOMHkfD1+X/8RkVMuXsQE0KGua4z9IkJViBqrfS0UEF4ot+FGrX6bpuu/t803Xcrc7TVgeErW670/FMECU662kcGWN6K00wqA66LHgzoWnNzl5vdelrEHMyyilTJMNS+p5bqFBjoVKSUWMHI0kLTIa4T30QGc6pDHUVmUFroIlRwgVcplClPe+hcS7lJI/AMsdqIGt/fcpzqsQEPpGkFM3fThEniDM04GOkOMrwBPGRQmpAUQF+DjoYUEEfS5RxJR07mPtp3ClwQcuwEESUUaWoKCXcrfSl6DgOoorY6J9XhlksCRiUfoIrrCClkuhvQBczKlO5KiN/pJJnoU5ZMVKUkWl5klFWZlF2GMWpoERlExAwESlUGJEBFphAoPXaqHT40dR5hcCTuiqGeo9yBkpGx4TnOWTyJCCpgMbFvhfqoITx50O4vV6SOeVzI9Q2OncCxmPqywFUYXvqvxkLPN5MGYO6AeN2C4YCVQAbSDc989IYe01yNKNFqXyB5tS6HmZGE5XGH66wn/3o012j943uvTK2XS8DZRLm7HyCOtgv+Nj4rVBD3FMD/7QMKawwdLNlDAIygAGK0lhTFvfeCJhco6WCye4l1cOu4yYqMX77MizSSMOOIQBGFUH7PAF4VfhTSH0GDYaI/8cjh3TMC1M2CDW9U+1Dm8qlgorasL/exW29LBy1HM91vHed5s7ubJOXrYfWI2vd8qwta8d6a+1Zhxaxvls/rJ/Wr8b7xqfG58aXqeniwszngVU7jW9/AC4tnGg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q2ValCTeKrAHG/BOX9jmY3SbwvE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q2ValCTeKrAHG/BOX9jmY3SbwvE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q2ValCTeKrAHG/BOX9jmY3SbwvE=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="UWqiuXiOmmtL1QqEYjXKksc1QV4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UWqiuXiOmmtL1QqEYjXKksc1QV4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UWqiuXiOmmtL1QqEYjXKksc1QV4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UWqiuXiOmmtL1QqEYjXKksc1QV4=">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</latexit>

la3
<latexit sha1_base64="DRjLYSTj4wYge7j9JInjykMcTSM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRjLYSTj4wYge7j9JInjykMcTSM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRjLYSTj4wYge7j9JInjykMcTSM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DRjLYSTj4wYge7j9JInjykMcTSM=">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</latexit>

la4
<latexit sha1_base64="lc3pMk3jtjIwcAqVR8Eqb8Cl08g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lc3pMk3jtjIwcAqVR8Eqb8Cl08g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lc3pMk3jtjIwcAqVR8Eqb8Cl08g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lc3pMk3jtjIwcAqVR8Eqb8Cl08g=">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</latexit>

la5
<latexit sha1_base64="s5uChgQ5QTTuxcmt93zVyWzjkzI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s5uChgQ5QTTuxcmt93zVyWzjkzI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s5uChgQ5QTTuxcmt93zVyWzjkzI=">AAAE2HicfVNLb9QwEE7bBUp4tXDkYrGqaFEVJfugPFSpFAlxLFVfIklXXsfZjTaxI9vpsliWuCEkThz5NVzhH/BvmGR3oWkrLFkaj2e+b579PE2kct3fC4tLjWvXbyzftG/dvnP33srq/SPJC0HoIeEpFyd9LGmaMHqoEpXSk1xQnPVTetwfvS7/j8+okAlnB2qS0zDDA5bECcEKVL2Vjg4qEF8M+qF2na7rtrvPN13H3eo8bXVA2Oq2Ox3PBP1Ypz2Nu8aY3koTDKqDLgveTGhas7PXW136GkScFBlliqRYSt9zcxVqLFRCUmrsoJA0x2SEB9QHkeGMylBXkRm0BpoIxVzAZQpV2vMeGmdSTrI+WGZYDWXtb0B5RpWYwCeSlKL528mjGHGGhnyMFEcpniBeKKSGFOXg56CDIRX0sUQpV9Kxg7mfxp0c57QMC0FEKVWKilLC3Upfio7jIKqIjf55pZhFkoBB6Se4wgpSKon+BnQxozKVqzLyCxU/C3XC8kJRRqbliYu0zKLsMIoSQYlKJyBgIhKoMCJDLDCBQOu1Ucnoo6nzCoEndVUE9S4yBkpGx4RnGWTyJCCJgMZFvhfqoITx50O4vV6SOeVzI9Q2OncCxiPqyyFUYXvqvxkJPN5MGIO6AeN2C4YCVQAbSDc989IYe01yNKNFiXyB5tS6HmZKY5VEH66wn/3o012j943uvTK2XS8DZRLm7HyCOtjP+dj4rVBD3FMD/7QMKawwdLNlDAIygAGK0lhTFvXeCJhco6WCye7F1cOu48YqNn77MizSSMOOIQBGFUH7PAF4VfhTSH0GDYaI/8cjR3TMc1M2CDW9U+1Dm8qlgorasL/exW29LBy1HM91vHed5s7ubJOXrYfWI2vd8qwta8d6a+1Zhxaxvls/rJ/Wr8b7xqfG58aXqeniwszngVU7jW9/AG6EnDs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s5uChgQ5QTTuxcmt93zVyWzjkzI=">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</latexit>

la6
<latexit sha1_base64="qmL/lUvou29q6DL0xprl+j5BPbE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qmL/lUvou29q6DL0xprl+j5BPbE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qmL/lUvou29q6DL0xprl+j5BPbE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qmL/lUvou29q6DL0xprl+j5BPbE=">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</latexit>

la7
<latexit sha1_base64="6JzzmTTBk21aqVNcKI1fKo5gLak=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6JzzmTTBk21aqVNcKI1fKo5gLak=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6JzzmTTBk21aqVNcKI1fKo5gLak=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6JzzmTTBk21aqVNcKI1fKo5gLak=">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</latexit>

2 · lb2
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Figure 3.1: Mobile Redundant Manipulator Diagram: Frames R,E are robot and end-effector frames respec-
tively. Angular coordinates of manipulator and base represented with qi and the generalized coordinates of
the base is the SE(2) constrained location of frame R and the joints qA,i for the manipulator.

First, define the pose of a rigid body denoted in the frame A with respect to the inertial or world

frame W as

pWA =

[
x y z φx φy φz

]T
(3.1)

where x, y, z are the translation components and φ is the vector of exponential coordinates

where the equivalent rotation matrix can be found using the hat (skew-symmetric matrix) and ex-
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ponential maps: R = exp (φ[×]). The T ( · ) operator is defined to return the frame transformation

matrix given the pose:

T (pWA) = TWA =



RWA dWA

0 1


 (3.2)

where dWA =

[
x y z

]T
is the translation component of pWA and is the location of the origin

of frame A in W.

Figure 3.1 presents the general mobile manipulator in terms of the reference frames R, angular

coordinates q and relevant length quantities li. In this thesis, the frame R is the robot frame and

sits on the mobile base and the z-axis is the same axis as first joint of the manipulator qA,1. The

generalized coordinates for the system are the manipulator angles qA, and the SE(2) location of

frame R: (x, y, φz) as the base has three degrees of freedom and no additional holonomic constraints

in SE(2).

3.1.1 Mobile Base Kinematics

The constraints for the base are the non-holonomic ‘knife-edge’ constraint which restricts motion

along axis that passes through both wheels (y-axis of frame R in Figure 3.1) as well as a no slip

constraint while the wheels move. The first constraint is expressed by:

[
−sin(φz) cos(φz) 0 0 0 0

]
ṗWR = 0 (3.3)

The constraint that ensures the wheels do not slip can be expressed as:

[
−cos(φz) −sin(φz) 0 0 0 0 lb1 lb1

]



ṗWR

q̇b,2

q̇b,1




= 0 (3.4)

As the motion of the mobile is restricted to SE(2), the kinematics of the system is described by
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ṗWR =



lb1cos(φz) lb1sin(φz) 0 0 0 − lb1

lb2

lb1cos(φz) lb1sin(φz) 0 0 0 lb1
lb2




T 

q̇b2

q̇b1


 (3.5)

where lb1 is the radius of the base wheel and 2 · lb2 is the width of the base platform as shown in

Figure 3.1.

3.1.2 Manipulator Kinematics

The manipulator has kinematic redundancy if the number of joints is greater than that needed to

execute a task. In manipulation the task is usually associated with the placement of the end-effector

which is described by 6-DOF pose vector as in (3.1).

The pose of the end-effector is a function of the joint angles and linkage lengths. By defining

a frame associated with every joint, the frames can be composed to find the transform between any

set of frames in the manipulator (here between frames i and i+ n)

Ti+n,i = Ti+n,i+(n−1) · · ·Ti+2,i+1Ti+1,i. (3.6)

Hence, every frame is a function of the current joint angle and all preceding joint angles. A manip-

ulators forward kinematics transformation matrix can be represented by an equivalent and unique

Danavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention by a selection of frames that satisfy the two constraints that

each consecutive DH frame’s x-axis be perpendicular to and intersect the previous frames z-axis,

where the respective joint angle rotation is about each frames z-axis. This is particularly useful in

practical scenarios when the kinematics of a manipulator must be identified through measurements

due to unknown true dimensions of the linkages [65].

The pose of the end-effector connected with a base in frame R represented in the world (inertial

reference) frame W is described by forward kinematic function FK( · )

pWE = TWE = FK(qA,pWR) (3.7)

Differentiating and denoting the generalized coordinates for the base (which describe the location

in SE(3)) as pWR:
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ṗWE =
∑

i

∂FK(qA,pWR)

∂qi

dqi
dt

= J(qA,pWR)



q̇A

q̇B


 (3.8)

Where J is called the Jacobian. Note that this Jacobian can be subdivided into the following compo-

nents where the subscripts v and ω denote linear and angular velocity and subscripts a and b denote

the arm and base respectively:

J(qA,pWR) =



JvA JvB

JωA JωB


 . (3.9)

The Jacobian can be solved for any rigid body in the system, and provides the twist of the rigid

body in the inertial frame W. Therefore throughout the rest of the thesis it can be assumed that the

Jacobian provides the twist in the inertial frame. The components JvB, JωB come from the matrix

in (3.5).

An external wrench w (force and torque) applied at a point on the manipulator with the asso-

ciated Jacobian J in equilibrium exerts a torque in the joints by D’Alembert’s principle of virtual

work δW as

δW = τT δqA −wT δpWE

τT δqA = wT δpWE

τT δqA = wTJδqA

τ = JTw (3.10)

3.2 Mobile Manipulator Dynamics

The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion can be directly derived from D’Alembert’s principle with

the kinetic energy terms being derived from the fictitious additional force (derivative of system
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momentum) multiplied by the virtual displacement and the external forces accounting for input

forces, potential fields (such as the effect of gravity) and constraint forces [65]. The kinetic energy

of a rigid body is defined as

K =
1

2
mv2 +

1

2
ωIω (3.11)

where v, ω are linear and angular velocities respectively, and m, I are the mass and inertia tensor

of the rigid body respectively. If the potential energy of the system is described by P(r), where r

here is the coordinates of the system, then the Lagrangian is defined as

L = K − P (3.12)

Given default coordinates (r) that are a function of the generalized coordinates rj = rj(q1, . . . , qn)

j = 1, . . . ,m, the set of Ch holonomic constraint equations is defined as

hi(r, t) = 0 ∀i ∈ [1, Ch] (3.13)

and a set of Cnh non-holonomic constraint equations is defined as

nk(ṙ, t) = 0 ∀k ∈ [1, Cnh]. (3.14)

The Lagrange equations of motion of the first kind are with respect to the default coordinates

are
d

dt

∂L
∂ṙj
− ∂L
∂rj

= τj +

Ch∑

i=1

λi
∂hi
∂rj

+

Cnh∑

k=1

λk
∂nk
∂ṙj

(3.15)

where τj is the externally applied force that is not subject to constraints and results in motion of the

system and λ are Lagrange multipliers that embody the environment force required to maintain the

given constraint. The generalized coordinates are defined as the minimum number of independent

variables required to express the pose of a body, therefore the selection of these coordinates are

chosen such that they do not violate holonomic constraints. However, these generalized coordinates

may be subjected to non-holonomic constraints
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ak(q̇, t) = 0 ∀k ∈ [1, Cnh]. (3.16)

This is the basis of Lagrange equations of motion of the second kind, expressed in terms of N

generalized coordinates qi

d

dt

∂L
∂q̇i
− ∂L
∂qi

= τi +

Cnh∑

k=1

λk
∂ak
∂q̇i

∀i ∈ [1, N ] (3.17)

3.2.1 Manipulator Dynamics

Consider first a static base, and therefore the dynamics of just a manipulator. Two common ap-

proaches are the Newton-Euler formulation and the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion. For real-

time systems with no ‘loops’ in the linkages (with loops defined as the ability to return to a linkage

frame without revisiting any other frame) the Newton-Euler method is much faster to calculate. The

Newton-Euler method is recursive in that the inertial effects on all of the linkages are found by

applying Newtons third law at linkage interfaces while considering the rigid body dynamics of the

individual linkages. The parameters of interest are the accelerations of the center of mass and the

end (at the next joint location) of the link, the angular velocity and acceleration of the link frame in

the inertial frame. In addition, the gravity force vector and relative frame rotation matrices must be

known. Additionally, the forces and torque applied on or by the links must be also found. Starting

at the base of the manipulator with known angular and linear velocities and accelerations (constant

for static base), the kinematic equations for the manipulator along with observable joint position,

velocity and acceleration are used to find the consecutive angular velocity, acceleration and linear

accelerations of the links all the way to the end-effector link frame of the manipulator. Given these

linear and angular accelerations and velocities with known wrench applied and the end of the ma-

nipulator the force, torque equations can be solved consecutively from the end of the manipulator

to the base of the manipulator [65].

The linear velocity of each joint is described by
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vAi = JvAi,ciq̇A (3.18)

where JvAi,ci is the Jacobian for the linear motion of the centroid of the i′th link. And angular

velocity is described by

ωAi = JωAi,ciq̇A (3.19)

where JωAi,ci is the Jacobian for the angular motion of the centroid of the i′th link. The kinetic

energy of the manipulator with n joints is then

KA =

n∑

i

(
1

2
mAiv

T
AivAi +

1

2
ωTAiI ′AiωAi

)
(3.20)

Where I ′Ai is the inertia tensor for the i′th link in the inertial frame using the similarity trans-

formation

I ′Ai = RWAiIAiR
T
WAi (3.21)

and IAi is the inertial frame in the i′th link frame. Expanding produces

KA =
n∑

i

1

2
q̇TAi
(
mAiJ

T
vAi,ciJvAi,ci + JTωAi,ciRWAiIAiR

T
WAiJωAi,ci

)
q̇Ai (3.22)

=
1

2
q̇TADA(q)q̇A (3.23)

Where DA(q) is a n×n matrix called the inertia matrix for the manipulator. The potential function

for the manipulator is described by

PA =

n∑

i

mAig
Trci (3.24)

where g is the gravity vector, and rci is the a vector in the inertial frame from frame R to the centroid

of the i′th linkage. Then defining the entries of the inertia matrix DA(q) as dA,ij(q) the Lagrangian

becomes
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L = KA − PA =
1

2

n∑

i

dA,ij(q)q̇iq̇j − PA(q) (3.25)

Then the equations of motion including force due to gravity, the applied torques τi applied each

joint become for each joint

τk =
d

dt

∂L
∂q̇k
− ∂L
∂qk

(3.26)

=


∑

j

dkj q̈j +
∑

i,j

(
∂dkj
∂qi

q̇i

)
q̇j


−


1

2

∑

i,j

∂dij
∂qk

q̇iq̇j −
∂P
∂qk


 (3.27)

=
∑

j

dkj q̈j +
∑

i,j

(
∂dkj
∂qi
− 1

2

∂dij
∂qk

)
q̇iq̇j +

∂P
∂qk

(3.28)

=
∑

j

dkj q̈j +
∑

i,j

1

2

(
∂dkj
∂qi

+
∂dki
∂qj
− ∂dij
∂qk

)
q̇iq̇j +

∂P
∂qk

(3.29)

=
∑

j

dkj(q)q̈j +
∑

i,j

1

2
cijk(q)q̇iq̇j + gk(q) (3.30)

The term gk(q) denotes the potential energy. Note that the expansion in (3.29) comes from the

property that the inertia matrix is symmetric therefore

∂dkj
∂qi

=
∂dki
∂qj

(3.31)

and cijk is called the Christoffel symbols of the first kind and are the Coriolis and centrifugal forces

on the manipulator [65]. It’s also worth noting that for the manipulator there is an alternate rep-

resentation leveraging the linearity of the manipulator model property with respect to suitable dy-

namic parameters. This is done by realizing that the Lagrangian in (3.25) with each links mass

as mi, position between the links rotor and center of mass as rci, and inertia tensor at the rotor

Ĩi = Ii +mir
[×]T
ci r

[×]
ci from Huygens-Steiner theorem, can be expressed as
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L =
n∑

i

(
βTK,i − βTP,i

)
πi (3.32)

where the terms βTK,i, β
T
P,i are 11 × 1 vectors that group the kinetic and potential terms to be

multiplied with the vector πi, which is the dynamic parameters for the i′th link containing the

mass, the first moment of inertia and the six elements of the inertia tensor

πi =

[
mi mirci,x mirci,y mirci,z . . .

Ĩi,xx Ĩi,xy Ĩi,xz Ĩi,yy Ĩi,yz Ĩi,zz Ĩmi
]T

(3.33)

where the last term Ĩmi is the motor inertia if desired. Then solving for the equations of motion as

in (3.26) this becomes

τk =
n∑

j=1

yTkjπj (3.34)

where

ykj =
d

dt

∂βK,j
∂q̇k

− ∂βK,j
∂qi

+
∂βP,k
∂qi

(3.35)

which allows (3.34) to be expressed as

τ = Y (q, q̇, q̈)π (3.36)

where Y (q, q̇, q̈) is an upper triangular matrix as shown in [64].

3.2.2 Base Dynamics

For the base dynamics alone, assume that the joints for the manipulator are locked in a given config-

uration such that the vector qA is a constant vector. However, the mass and inertia of the manipulator

mounted on the base cannot be ignored. By defining the rci as the vector from the centroid of the

i′th linkage to the R frame, the effective inertia at frame R of each joint in the joint frame is found

using a generalization of the Huygens–Steiner (parallel axis) theorem. Given that the inertia tensor

is found by integrating over the volume of a rigid body there is the relation dm = ρ(x, y, z)dV that
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relates differential mass and volume with a function of density.

ĨAi,xx =

∫ (
(y + rci,y)

2 + (z + rci,z)
2
)
dm (3.37)

=

∫ (
(y2 + z2) + 2rci,yy + 2rci,zz + r2

ci,y + r2
ci,z

)
dm (3.38)

=

∫
(y2 + z2)dm+ (r2

ci,y + r2
ci,z)

∫
dm (3.39)

= IAi,xx + (r2
ci,y + r2

ci,z)

∫
dm (3.40)

Note that 2rci,y
∫
ydm = 2rci,z

∫
zdm = 0 since this integration is centered about the center of

mass. Therefore similarly for all inertia tensor entries

ĨAi,xx = IAi,xx + (r2
ci,y + r2

ci,z)mAi (3.41)

ĨAi,yy = IAi,yy + (r2
ci,x + r2

ci,z)mAi (3.42)

ĨAi,zz = IAi,zz + (r2
ci,x + r2

ci,y)mAi (3.43)

ĨAi,xy = ĨAi,yx = IAi,xy − rci,xrci,ymAi (3.44)

ĨAi,xz = ĨAi,zx = IAi,xz − rci,xrci,zmAi (3.45)

ĨAi,yz = ĨAi,zy = IAi,yz − rci,yrci,zmAi (3.46)

(3.47)

Hence

ĨAi = IAi +mAi




(r2
ci,y + r2

ci,z) −rci,xrci,y −rci,xrci,z
−rci,xrci,y (r2

ci,x + r2
ci,z) −rci,yrci,z

−rci,xrci,z −rci,yrci,z (r2
ci,x + r2

ci,y)




(3.48)

= IAi +mAir
[×]T
ci r

[×]
ci (3.49)

The base kinetic energy is
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KB =
1

2
mBv

T
BvB +

1

2
ωTBI ′BωB (3.50)

The augmented mass and inertia are

m̃B = mB +

n∑

i

mAi (3.51)

ĨB = RWRIBR
T
WR +

n∑

i

RWAi

(
IAi +mAir

[×]T
ci r

[×]
ci

)
RTWAi (3.52)

where these again are static quantities as the manipulator joints are considered locked. For base

wheel velocities q̇b,1, q̇b,2 which are the right and left wheels respectively, the velocity of the system

is described in terms of these by the Jacobian components

vB =



cos(φR,z) sin(φR,z) 0

cos(φR,z) sin(φR,z) 0




T 

q̇b,1

q̇b,2




= JvB



q̇b,1

q̇b,2


 (3.53)

ωB =




0 0 lb1
lb2

0 0 − lb1
lb2




T 

q̇b,1

q̇b,2




= JωB



q̇b,1

q̇b,2


 (3.54)

as in (3.5). Then by substituting (3.53) and (3.54) along with (3.51) and (3.52) into (3.50) and

realizing that as the system is confined to SE(2) the potential function P(q) = 0, the Lagrangian

(3.12) can be solved with torque inputs to the wheels τk

τk =
d

dt

∂L
∂q̇b,k

(3.55)
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3.2.3 Coupled Dynamics for the Manipulator and Base

When both the base and the manipulator are allowed to move, the coupled dynamics must be con-

sidered. This can again be solved using Euler-Lagrange equations of motion. First the velocity of

each rigid body in the system must be found with respect to the inertial frame W. For the base rigid

body, let the velocity be described by (3.53) and (3.54). For each manipulator linkage, let the linear

and angular velocities be described in the inertial frame by

vAi = vB + ω
[×]
B rci + JvAi,ciq̇A (3.56)

ωAi = JωAi,ciq̇A + ωB (3.57)

Therefore the total kinetic energy for the base and manipulator is

KAB =
1

2

(
mBv

T
BvB + ωTBI ′BωB +

n∑

i

(
mAiv

T
AivAi + ωTAiI ′AiωAi

)
)

(3.58)

And the potential energy is just the portion from the manipulator in (3.24). Expanding mBv
T
BvB

and ωTBI ′BωB:

mBv
T
BvB = mBq̇

T
BJ

T
vBJvBq̇B (3.59)

ωTBI ′BωB = ωTBRWRIBR
T
WRωB

= q̇TBJ
T
ωBRWRIBR

T
WRJωBq̇B (3.60)

Expanding the mAiv
T
Ai
vAi terms using (3.56), produces
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mAiv
T
AivAi = mAi

(
vB + ω

[×]
B rci + JvAi,ciq̇A

)T (
vB + ω

[×]
B rci + JvAi,ciq̇A

)

= mAi

(
vTBvB + vTBω

[×]
B rci + vTBJvAi,ciq̇A + (ω

[×]
B rci)

TvB

+ (ω
[×]
B rci)

Tω
[×]
B rci + (ω

[×]
B rci)

TJvAi,ciq̇A + q̇TAJ
T
vAi,civB

+ q̇TAJ
T
vAi,ciω

[×]
B rci + q̇TAJ

T
vAi,ciJvAi,ciq̇A

)
(3.61)

Using the property that ω[×]
B rci = −r[×]

ci ωB along with q̇B =

[
q̇b,1 q̇b,2

]T
and with JvB, JωB from

(3.53) and (3.54) then (3.61) can be expressed as

mAiv
T
AivAi = mAi

(
q̇TBJ

T
vBJvBq̇B − q̇TBJTvBr

[×]
ci JωBq̇B + q̇TBJ

T
vBJvAi,ciq̇A

− q̇TBJTωBr
[×]T
ci JvBq̇B + q̇TBJ

T
ωBr

[×]T
ci r

[×]
ci JωBq̇B + q̇TBJ

T
ωBr

[×]T
ci JvAi,ciq̇A

+q̇TAJ
T
vAi,ciJvBq̇B − q̇TAJTvAi,cir

[×]
ci JωBq̇B + q̇TAJ

T
vAi,ciJvAi,ciq̇A

)
(3.62)

likewise for the terms ωTAiI ′AiωAi using (3.54), (3.21) and expanding

ωTAiI ′AiωAi = (JωAi,ciq̇A + ωB) I ′Ai (JωAi,ciq̇A + ωB)

= q̇TAJ
T
ωAi,ciRWAiIAiR

T
WAiJωAi,ciq̇A

+ q̇TBJ
T
ωBRWAiIAiR

T
WAiJωBq̇B (3.63)

As the kinetic energy is defined in terms of the inertia matrix and generalized coordinate velocities

KAB =
1

2

[
q̇TA q̇TB

]
DAB



q̇A

q̇B


 , (3.64)
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the task becomes representing the inertia tensor. For simplicity, the following terms are defined as

d1 = mBJ
T
vBJvB

d2 = JTωBRWRIBR
T
WRJωB

d3 = mAiJ
T
vBJvB

d4 = −mAiJ
T
vBr

[×]
ci JωB

d5 = mAiJ
T
vBJvAi,ci

d6 = −mAiJ
T
ωBr

[×]T
ci JvB

d7 = mAiJ
T
ωBr

[×]T
ci r

[×]
ci JωB

d8 = mAiJ
T
ωBr

[×]T
ci JvAi,ci

d9 = mAiJ
T
vAi,ciJvB

d10 = −mAiJ
T
vAi,cir

[×]
ci JωB

d11 = mAiJ
T
vAi,ciJvAi,ci

d12 = JTωAi,ciRWAiIAiR
T
WAiJωAi,ci

d13 = JTωBRWAiIAiR
T
WAiJωB (3.65)

It’s easy to see that d5 = dT9 and d8 = dT10, therefore, using the convention d1,2 = d1 +d2 the inertia

matrix becomes

DAB =



d11,12 d5,8

dT5,8 d1,2,3,4,6,7,13


 (3.66)

where every term d that contains an arm link subscript i is summed for all the joints from i = 1 : n.

The full Lagrangian becomes

L = KAB − PA (3.67)

and the full dynamical equations is found by substituting (3.67) into (3.17) [64, 65, 81]. And for

q =

[
qTA qTB

]T
the final equations of motion can be expressed as
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D(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇) +G(q) = τ +Amanip(q)λ (3.68)

where Amanip(q)λ are the non-holonomic constraints in (3.17), C(q, q̇) is the coriolis and

centrifugal terms, and G(q) is the gravity vector. Additional external forces can be included such

as joint friction or the applied external wrench from (3.10).

3.3 Optimal Control

Optimal control is the description of a control policy that when executed causes the state to follow an

optimal process defined by a functional, subjected to given constraints. However, the first challenge

is determining if for given a functional, does an optimal process (or trajectory through the state

space) exists. To address this, the essentials of optimization are presented followed by applications

to cost functional’s for control objectives, then finally methods to solve for local or global optimal

control policies is presented.

3.3.1 Essentials of Optimization

When solving an optimization problem over a set or given functional, it is assumed that the global

optimum (usually in convex optimization) or local optimum (usually in nonlinear optimization) is

reachable from the given initial conditions. One way to ensure this is by the careful design of the

functional. A set C ⊂ Rn is considered affine if a line segment connecting any two points in the set

C also lies in the set. Extending this to geometric regions defined by the combination of surfaces

(of dimension Rn−1 in n-dimensional space), a geometric region is convex if the set of points inside

the region and on the defining surfaces are affine.

Given a convex region in Rn, an optimization problem’s solution requires finding a point or set

of points that maximize or minimize as specified a stated objective given constraints. For a linear

programming (LP) problem, consider a vector field v and state space x ∈ Rn and a convex polytope

defined by

Ax ≤ b (3.69)

where the rows of A specify normal vectors for the polytope planes and the inequality with vector
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b ensures that the point x is interior to the defining planes. The linear problem is formally stated as

min
x
vTx

subj. to Ax ≤ b

Fx = h (3.70)

This states, given a vector field v, find the point interior to the convex polytope defined by (3.69)

constrained by the equality Fx = h that is in the most ‘negative’ direction of the vector field. When

searching for a unique solution, an inherent limitation to LP is that if the vector field v is aligned

with a row of A, there may be a set of points x that satisfy the LP and lie on the face of the polytope

defined by the corresponding row of A.

A general quadratic programming (QP) problem is formally stated as

min
x
xTQx+ vTx+ a

subj. to Ax ≤ b

Fx = h (3.71)

where a is a scalar, and the quadratic term is xTQx and describes a paraboloid, and since the

objective is to find the minimum of x, the matrix Q is defined to be positive semi-definite meaning

|Q| ≥ 0. While this is the most common approach used (and works well in most cases), it lacks a

degree of elegance. This is because while the quadratic term minimizes the norm of x, the term vTx

minimizes x in the vector field v and these objectives are linearly constrained inside of a polytope

defined by the union of half-spaces Ax ≤ b which can be subject to the same multiple solution

scenario as the LP problem (consider a plane that restricts further minimization of the weighted

norm xTQx and is aligned with v). The use of quadratic constraints are captured in the following

definition.
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The second order cone programming (SOCP) problem is formally stated as

min
x
vTx

subj. to ||Aix+ bi||2 ≤ cTi x+ ai, i = 1, . . . ,m

Fx = h (3.72)

where a norm cone is defined by the set C = {(x, tsocp)| ||x|| ≤ tsocp} ⊂ Rn+1 and the inequality

constraint in (3.72) is a norm cone. Simply stated, the norm cone lies in a space one dimension

higher than the state space x and the norm of x is bounded by a scalar (here tsocp) on the last

dimension. First it must be noted that when ci = 0 this reduces to a quadratically constrained

quadratic program (QCQP), and if Ai = 0 ∀i then this reduces to a general LP. Geometrically,

the SOCP can be thought of as m intersecting ellipsoids in Rn whose shapes and projections are

determined by Ai and are subjected to linear constraints defined by the combination of Ai, bi, ci

and norm cone bounded by a combination of bi, ai. Given the overlapping ellipsoids and hyper-

planes, minimization of vTx within the combined convex region finds the optimum point over the

ellipsoids. It is interesting to note that a constant vector field v over a set of overlapping ellipsoids

(with bounded norm) will find a unique minimum due to the natural curvature of the ellipsoids [73].

To solve these optimization problems, if it is known that a global unique solution exists and

the functions are C1 differentiable, then it can be solved for directly using Lagrange multipli-

ers. For example, given a function f(x) and constraint functions gopt(x) = 0, then by defining

h(x, λ) = f(x) + λgopt(x), then differentiating, then the extremal point is satisfied at the unique

point ∇h(x∗, λ∗) = 0. However, often it is the case that the functions and constraints cannot be

easily solved in this manner, and if so it is not computationally feasible. In these scenarios, nu-

merical methods can be used to find the optimal points. Simplistically, this is done using gradient

descent methods, where the perturbation ∆x which decreases f(x) the most while respecting con-

straints is used to update the estimated optimal state xk+1 = xk + γ∆x. This is done until the

value converges for a given step size γ. There are a host of algorithms to perform this, including but

not limited to Dantzig’s simplex algorithm, Newton’s method, the Gauss-Newton algorithm (sim-
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plification of Newton’s method), and interior point method (an application of Newton’s method).

Dantzig’s simplex algorithm is useful for LP’s where the minimized vector field is not aligned with

a hyper-plane in (3.70). The solution is assumed to be on one of the finite vertices of the defined,

closed polytope. Starting on a vertex, the edges are followed until the optimal vertex is reached,

comparing the functional evaluation at each consecutive function to determine next best step. New-

ton’s method is found by taking a second order Taylor series expansion about the current state

(single dimension) xk: f(xk + ∆x) ≈ f(xk) + f (1)(xk)∆x + 1
2f

(2)(xk)∆x
2. By differentiating

with respect to ∆x, and setting this to zero, the step size ∆x = −f (1)(xk)/f
(2)(xk) is obtained and

used to find the optimum. Newton’s method generalized to a vector x ∈ Rn becomes

xn+1 = xn − γ∇2f−1(xn)∇f(xn) (3.73)

where γ ∈ [0, 1] allows for a smaller step-size if desired along the search direction

∆x = −∇2f−1(xn)∇f(xn). (3.74)

Newtons method has the requirement that the function be at least twice differentiable. For func-

tions fi(x) that are only once differentiable the Gauss-Newton method can be used as only the first

derivative is required. By defining a least squares problem f(x) = 1
2

∑
i fi(x)2, the Gauss-Newton

search direction becomes

∆x = −
(∑

i

∇fi(x)∇fi(x)T

)−1(∑

i

fi(x)∇fi(x)

)
(3.75)

as developed in [73]. The interior point method is an implementation for convex optimization

problems where the objective functions are convex and at least twice differentiable. The value

in the interior point method is that it reduces an optimization problem with linear equalities and

inequalities to just a problem with linear equalities. This is commonly done using barrier method,

where a barrier function (e.g. differentiable logarithmic barrier) is used to represent the inequality

as a part of the objective function, where states very close to the barrier are heavily penalized [73].
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3.3.2 Essentials of Optimal Control

The goal of optimal control is to find the input policy u∗(t) ∈ U which causes the system ẋ(t) =

f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t) to follow a trajectory that minimizes the performance metric S(x,u,β, t).

Where u is the input and U is the set of valid control inputs, x is the state of the system, f( · )

describes the state dynamics and β are system parameters that may be either constant or varying, and

c( · ) describes state and input constraints. Formally the optimal control problem can be expressed

as

min
u, t∈[t0,tf ]

S(x(t),u(t),β(t), t) = min
u, t∈[t0,tf ]

(
m(x(tf ),u(tf ), tf ) +

∫ tf

t
g(x(s),u(s), s)ds

)

subj to ẋ = f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t)

c(x(t),u(t),β(t), t) ≤ 0 (3.76)

where m( · ) is the terminal cost function and g is the running cost function. The input that satisfies

(3.76) is the optimal policy u∗(t) over the entire interval t ∈ [t0, tf ]. This leads to the Bellman

Principle of Optimality [9] which states that “if u∗(t) is an optimal policy over t ∈ [t0, tf ] with an

initial state x(t0), then u∗(t) is necessarily optimal over the subinterval [t0 + ∆t, tf ] for any ∆t

such that tf − t0 ≥ ∆t > 0." The task becomes finding the control input that satisfies the principle,

to do this, consider the minimum cost function

S∗(x, t) = min
u, t∈[t0,tf ]

(
m(x(tf ),u(tf ), tf ) +

∫ tf

t
g(x(s),u(s), s)ds

)
(3.77)

which is satisfied by the optimal input u∗(t), by subdividing the integration integral and using the

principle of optimality

S∗(x(t), t) = min
u, t∈[t0,tf ]

(∫ t+∆t

t
g(x(s),u(s), s)ds+ S∗(x(t+ ∆t), t+ ∆t)

)
(3.78)
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Assuming S∗(x(t), t) is differentiable (partial derivatives exist and are bounded) then S∗(x(t +

∆t), t+ ∆t) then a Taylor series can be expanded about the point S∗(x(t), t)

S∗(x(t), t) = min
u, t∈[t0,tf ]

(∫ t+∆t

t
g(x(s),u(s), s)ds+ S∗(x(t), t) +

∂S∗

∂t
(x(t), t)∆t

+

(
∂S∗

∂x
(x(t), t)

)T
[x(t+ ∆t)− x(t)] +O

)
(3.79)

where O are higher order terms. Next, a very small ∆t is considered and used to find the optimal

input, which is the powerful assertion behind the principle of optimality because the problem of

finding the optimal control over the whole interval has been reduced to finding the optimal control

over the reduced interval [t, t+ ∆t]. With the small ∆t (3.79) can be simplified to

S∗(x(t), t) = min
u

(
g(x(t),u(t), t)∆t+ S∗(x(t), t) +

∂S∗

∂t
(x(t), t)∆t

+

(
∂S∗

∂x
(x(t), t)

)T
ẋ(t) + o(∆t)

)
(3.80)

where the derivative ẋ is defined in (3.76) and o(∆t) are the higher order terms. After canceling the

S∗(x(t), t) and dividing all by ∆t, the higher order terms vanish by the principle lim∆t→0

∣∣∣o(∆t)∆t

∣∣∣ =

0. Leaving the following conditions

0 =
∂S∗

∂t
(x(t), t) + min

u
(g(x(t),u(t), t)

+

(
∂S∗

∂x
(x(t), t)

)T
[f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t)]

)
(3.81)

S∗(x(tf ), tf ) = m(x(tf ),u(tf ), tf ) (3.82)
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The argument that requires the minimization of the control input is called the Hamiltonian

H(x(t),u(t),∇xS∗, t) , g(x(t),u(t), t)

+

(
∂S∗

∂x
(x(t), t)

)T
[f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t)] (3.83)

H(x(t),u∗(x(t),∇xS∗, t),∇xS∗, t) , min
u

(g(x(t),u(t), t)

+

(
∂S∗

∂x
(x(t), t)

)T
[f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t)]

)
(3.84)

using (3.84) the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation is defined as

0 =
∂S∗

∂t
(x(t), t) +H

(
x(t),u∗(x(t),

∂S∗

∂x
(x(t), t), t), t

)
(3.85)

It must be noted that while solving (3.85) is a necessary condition it is not always sufficient (an

optimal control law will satisfy (3.85), however a control law that simply satisfies (3.85) is not

guaranteed to be truly optimal). When u is unbounded and the Hessian of the Hamiltonian is

positive definite it is a necessary condition that the optimal control input satisfy

∂H
∂u

= 0 (3.86)

and will minimize H [32, 66]. For linear systems described by ẋ(t) = Alinx(t) + Blinu(t), and

performance metric g(x(t),u(t)) = xTQx + uTRuu and boundary condition m(x(t),u(t)) =

xTMx, where M , Q are real, positive semi-definite and Ru is positive definite then the control

input that satisfies (3.86) and the boundary condition (3.82) is

u∗(t) = −R−1
u BT

lin

∂S∗

∂x
(x(t), t) (3.87)

the task becomes finding the suitable solution for ∂S
∗

∂x (x(t), t), informed by the fact that a quadratic

function of the state produces the minimum cost for a discrete linear regulator problem a valid

solution choice is
∂S∗

∂x
(x(t), t) =

1

2
xT (t)Kric(t)x (3.88)
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where Kric(t) is a real, symmetric positive-definite matrix. Substituting (3.88) into (3.87) and

that into (3.81) with boundary condition (3.82), and since these must hold for all x after matrix

manipulation obtain the matrix Riccati equation and final boundary value for Kric(t)

−K̇ric(t) = Q(t)−Kric(t)Blin(t)R−1
u (t)BT

lin(t)Kric(t) +Kric(t)Alin(t) +ATlin(t)Kric(t)

(3.89)

Kric(tf ) = M (3.90)

solving the matrix Riccati equation is done by solving the system of linear equations



Ẋ

Ẏ


 =



Alin −BlinR−1

u BT
lin

−Q −ATlin






X

Y


 (3.91)

where

Kric(t) = Y (t)X−1(t) (3.92)

Using the chain rule and substitution its straight-forward to show that (3.92) with (3.91) satisfy

(3.89). When the matrices Alin, Blin, Q,Ru are time varying then (3.91) is time varying and an

analytical solution is not straight-forward, however if they are time-invariant then solutions can be

found in terms of matrix exponential functions [18]. And the optimal control law becomes

u∗(t) = −R−1
u (t)BT

lin(t)Kric(t)x(t) (3.93)

Usually to ensure a unique solution exists and use common gradient descent methods g(x(t),u(t), t)

is chosen to be differentiable and represent a convex (or is approximated as convex for local opti-

mality). This usually implies that the goal is therefore to drive x(t) to a nominal value, which can

be done with a simple change of coordinates to make a set-point x0 the origin. If however the goal

is to track a desired trajectory, then the set-point is no longer static, and the control objective can be

stated in terms of the error

ex(t) = xd(t)− x(t), (3.94)
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then the goal is to drive the error to zero, and the control objective u∗(t) becomes an explicit

function of (3.94). It must be noted in this case that the control input is only activated when the

error is non-zero, meaning that the performance metric will always be greater than the optimum

unless the desired trajectory can be estimated, and can be taken into account in a feed-forward term.

Another consideration is when there is uncertainty in the state

ẋ = f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t) + Lη(x(t), t)η(t) (3.95)

where η(t) is additive noise whose actual value is unknown and Lη(x(t), t) defines its projection

into the current state space. When (3.95) is substituted into (3.76) as the dynamical constraint this

forms the problem statement for Stochastic control. In this case, if the noise disturbances η(t) are

unknown, then the deterministic performance metric cannot be minimized by the choice of control.

However if the statistics of η(t) are known (e.g. has a zero mean and Gaussian distribution), then a

performance metric based on the expected (mean) value of the previous performance metric can be

minimized [66]. Both of these problems require prediction of a future state in order to be optimal,

which motivates predictive control as an online optimization problem which solves for the optimal

control informed by the models of the system dynamics f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t), expected desired

trajectory xd(t), and disturbances η(t) [66, 75].

3.4 Model Predictive Control

The general description of model predictive control (MPC) is the design of a controller that mini-

mizes a performance metric (3.76) using either a priori or online estimated knowledge of the dy-

namical model, the associated uncertainty in the state, and prescribed state trajectories. With such

a general description of MPC, there are many algorithms that it encapsulates including but not lim-

ited to dynamic matrix control, model algorithmic control, inferential control, and internal model

control [21, 44].

The power behind MPC is that it relies heavily on the principle of optimality, in that if the

optimal control can be continually calculated over a finite time horizon, then the total control over

the entire trajectory will be the optimal control. When the desired state trajectory is described by
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a set-point (constant), and the true dynamics of the system are known and there is no uncertainty

or disturbance in the state, then the MPC problem reduces to solving the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

(principle of optimality) equation (3.85) [44]. One way to handle feasibility constraints is to use

barrier functions in the objective which also improves computation when optimizing over the control

input [75]. When there is noise or disturbance η(t) added to the system as in (3.95) whose statics

can be modeled, the principle of optimality is updated to include that uncertainty as

0 =
∂S∗

∂t
(x(t), t) +H(x(t),u∗(x(t),

∂S∗

∂x
(x(t), t), t),∇xS∗, t)

+
1

2
Tr

(
∂2S∗

∂x∂x
Lη(x(t), t)Wη(t)L

T
η (x(t), t)

)
(3.96)

where Tr( · ) is the matrix trace operator, Lη(x(t), t) is as defined in (3.95), and

E [η(t)] = η̄ = 0 (3.97)

E
[
ηT (t)η(t)

]
= η(t) (3.98)

where E[ · ] is the expectation operator, and (3.97) is the zero mean for Gaussian white noise and

(3.98) is the covariance [66]. Note that the argument of the trace in last term is positive semi-

definite, with zero being achieved only when there is no uncertainty over the disturbance or noise.

Since by definition η(t) is not explicitly known then this greater than the deterministic principle of

optimality over the trajectory as expected.

The problems of estimating the system dynamical model and estimating the desired trajectory

are essentially equivalent as a change in state using (3.94) would encapsulate both problems with

the goal of driving the state to the origin. The new state will be referred to as the error, but embodies

both the error in dynamical model parameter estimation as well as desired trajectory. If the time

variant error function e(t) of the system is unknown and is impossible or difficult to estimate,

then for relatively small perturbations robust control provides bounded performance. Traditionally,

robust control is the study of characterizing and bounding the systems worst performance over a

specified interval (formally using stability criterion), with controller design based on a pre-specified

performance metric termed as optimal synthesis [10]. To do this, the resulting error or its statistics
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must be characterized or no such bounds on performance can be found. When only the statistics are

available, if a robust contraction constraint is enforced (causing worse case prediction of the state

or performance cost to contract over the interval), then nominal performance may be achieved [44].

It is often challenging to enforce such constraints, and for large and growing errors it is often

best to actively estimate the underlying models that describe the system dynamics or the desired

trajectory. So in the cases where the states and effective model parameters are observable, improved

approximation of these models for the dynamics and desired trajectories will lead to better overall

performance and approach optimal control. To approximate a model, valid estimates of the state

or parameters as well as their processing must be obtained to update the model. The next session

presents methods and theory behind state estimation.

3.5 State Estimation

In order to attenuate the state of a generic system (denoted as x(t)), the state it must be at least

partially and preferably fully observable. These observations in robotics are usually obtained using

sensors that have a degree of uncertainty in measurements. This makes it imperative to be able to

model the statistics of these uncertainties in order better model the system and ultimately control the

system. The multivariate probability density function will be denoted as pr( · ) which must satisfy

∫
pr(x)dx = 1 (3.99)

pr(x) expresses the likelihood that x will fall in the volume dx, hence integrating over the entire

space the probability is 1. The expectation operator is denoted as E[ · ], and for a function f(x)

under a probability distribution pr(x) is defined as

E[f ] =

∫
pr(x)f(x)dx (3.100)

where f(x) = x is valid. The covariance is defined as

cov[x,y] = Ex,y
[
(x− E[x])

(
yT − E[yT ]

)]
(3.101)
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where x,y are vectors and x = y is valid [13]. A covariance of an element xi or function f(x)

with itself is called the variance. A Gaussian distribution of x denoted as N (x|x̄,Σ) where x̄,Σ

are the mean and covariance matrix respectively, is defined as

N (x|x̄,Σ) =
1√

2π|Σ|
exp

(
−1

2
(x− u)TΣ−1(x− u)

)
(3.102)

The Gaussian distribution has the following properties
∫∞
−∞N (x|x̄,Σ)dx = 1 andN (x|x̄,Σ) > 0.

Unless explicitly stated or observed, it is generally assumed that uncertainty in most measurements

of physically observed processes exhibit Gaussian noise about a mean. This is due to the Central

Limit Theorem which states that for any distribution, as the number of samples approaches infinity

the distribution converges to a normal distribution [13].

If it is assumed that the dynamical function or trajectory model has a unique output given partic-

ular initial conditions, then when the initial conditions are known, previous states are not required

to predict the processing of the state. This lays the foundation for state estimation using Markov

processes, as a Markov process predicts a future state independent of past states given the current

state of the system. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a process where the actual state x is not

observed and is referred to as the latent variable, however there is a projection to observed variables

z. The Kalman filter is one implementation of a HMM and a class of Bayesian filter, with a latent

variable and assumes that all variables (observed and latent) have Gaussian distributions. There

are a few extensions of the Kalman filter, two common ones are the Extended Kalman filter (EKF)

and the Unscented Kalman filter (UKF), both of these improve on the approximation of the pro-

cessing dynamics as shown in (3.95). These filters make the assumption that the state is measured

discretely (which is the case using hardware), however the Kalman-Bucy filter provides a contin-

uous time representation of the Kalman Filter. Due to its generality, the UKF is presented first, to

handle non-linearity in the state-space the covariance is used to sample the local space based on the

uncertainty using the following function

X = σ(x̂,Σ) =

[
x̂ x̂+ γ

√
Σ x̂− γ

√
Σ

]
(3.103)
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The estimated (or latent) variable in (3.103) is x̂with associated uncertainty in the covariance matrix

Σ and the columns of the resulting matrix are referred to as the sigma points. For a n-dimensional

state space there are 2n + 1 sigma points in (3.103) defined by the columns of
√

Σ with γ as a

constant variable defined as γ = α2(n + κ) where α, κ are adjustable, scalar parameters. The

Kalman filter is described by an prediction step and an update step, for the UKF these are the

prediction step:

χ = f(χt−1,ut−1)

x̂t = E [χt]

Σt = cov [(χt − x̂) , (χt − x̂)] +Rkf,t

χt = σ(x̂t,Σt) (3.104)

and for the update step:

Zkf = h(χt)

ẑt = E [Zkf ]

Lkf,t = cov [(Zkf − ẑ) , (Zkf − ẑ)] +Qkf,t

Mkf,t = cov [(Xt − x̂t) , (Zkf − ẑ)]

Kkf,t = Mkf,tL
−1
kf,t

x̂t = x̂t +Kkf,t(zt − ẑt)

Σt = Σt −Kkf,tLkf,tK
T
kf,t (3.105)

whereu is the control input, z is the measurement which is observed by the sensors, andRkf,t, Qkf,t

are the uncertainties associated with the process and the measurement respectively [70]. The tradi-

tional Kalman-Bucy filter was designed for linear time invariant systems, but many renditions exist

including the hybrid Kalman-Bucy filter that has both continuous and discrete components, Ex-

tended Kalman-Bucy filter, and finally the continuous time Unscented Kalman-Bucy filter (UKBF)
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presented here for a system described by the dynamics and output

ẋ(t) = f(x(t),u(t), t) +Mkf (t)ηRkf

z(t) = h(x(t), t) + Lkf (t)ηQkf (3.106)

where ηQkf ,ηRkf are white noises with spectral densities ηQkf ∼ N (0, Qkf ) and ηRkf ∼ N (0, Rkf )

respectively and projection matrices Lkf (t), Mkf (t). Then with a weighting matrix as a function of

the weightings γ: Wσ = Γkf (γ) for the sigma points as defined in [59], the complete continuous

time UKBF can be represented as

dx̂

dt
= f(X(t),u(t), t) +Kkf (Zkf − h(χ(t), t))

dΣ

dt
= X(t)Wσf

T (χ(t),u(t), t) + f (χ(t),u(t), t)WσX(t)

+ LkfQkfL
T
kf −KkfMkfRkfM

T
kfK

T
kf

Kkf = X(t)Wσh
T (χ(t), t)Q−1

kf (3.107)

as shown in [59, 86]. So these methods present a way to model the procession of states and the

associated uncertainty given a valid dynamical model. However, if the estimating model is poor

then the associated error can be expected to reflect the quality of modeling, in fact for drastically

incorrect models, the white noise assertion in (3.106) becomes incorrect. Hence the challenge

becomes improving the model representation during operation which will in turn improve estimation

which will then in turn improve control. This motivates the need for model approximation, and that

performed online in the form of adaptive control through model approximation.

3.6 Model Approximation

In order to estimate a processing state accurately, it is important to have a valid model as this will

directly effect the accumulated errors and therefore the ability to optimally control the system. Let
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Table 3.1: Modeling types and estimation techniques [47].

Model type Estimation Architecture
Forward Model Direct modeling
Inverse Model Direct modeling, indirect modeling
Mixed Model Direct modeling*, indirect modeling, distal teacher

a system process and output model be described by

ẋ(t) = f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t)

z(t) = hx(t),β(t), t) (3.108)

where x, z,β are the state, output and time varying model parameters (present in the parametric

model). There are three major types of modeling techniques: forward modeling, inverse modeling

and mixed modeling. Forward modeling is defined as using previous states and current inputs via a

model to predict future states. Inverse modeling is defined as using previous states and future desired

or expected states via a model to determine required inputs. Mixed modeling is a combination of

forward and inverse modeling by using both previous state and previous inputs as well as future

desired or expected states to determine the current and next inputs.

Common methods of estimating these models include direct modeling, indirect modeling and

the distal teacher method. In direct modeling, a model is estimated by observing the inputs and

resulting outputs, essentially mapping actions to change in the state and adjusting the model based

on approximation errors (predictions and resulting outputs). In indirect modeling, a feedback error

measure is defined, and the model is estimated by minimizing this error metric. In distal teacher

modeling, the forward model is estimated from observing inputs and resulting outputs, and this is

used to update (or teach) the inverse model by minimizing the error between the expected output

from the forward model and the resulting output from the current inverse model, with the inverse

model being the true inverse of the forward model if this error is minimized. The inverse model is

then used to perform control on the actual system. The different model types and their corresponding

estimation architectures are shown in Table 3.1, where for the mixed model the direct modeling
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architecture is appropriate if it is known that the proposed model is invertible [47].

When the model is parametric as in (3.108), in each of the above estimation architectures, an

error metric is to be minimized by adjusting the available parameters β(t) which could be constant

or varying depending on the system. In order to see the effect of changing β(t), the fundamental

qualities of f( · ) in (3.108) must be understood. It also important to note, that parametric models

have the inherent limitation that they are subject to the structure of f( · ) regardless of the parameters

β(t) chosen, and if this modeling is fundamentally wrong then the system approximation can be

expected to have persistent errors, which is the motivation for non-parametric modeling. First the

residual must be defined, the approximation error ex(t) defined as the difference between the real

state x(t) and the estimated state x̂(t)

ex(t) = x(t)− x̂(t) (3.109)

= x(t)−
∫ t0+∆t

t0

f(x(s),u(s),β(s), s)ds (3.110)

= x(t)−
∫ ∆t

0
f(x(s),u(s),β(s), s)ds− x(t0) (3.111)

Then for very small ∆t, this can be approximated as

ex(t) = ẋ(t)∆t− f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t)∆t+ ex(t−∆t) (3.112)

ex(t) = (ẋ(t)− f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t)) ∆t+ ex(t−∆t) (3.113)

Note that if the residual (ẋ(t)− f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t)) is minimized or decreased over the whole

time interval ∀t, then the approximation error will also be minimized or decreased over the en-

tire time interval. Note that the same development can be performed for the output function

(ż(t)− hx(t),β(t), t)). If f( · ), h · ) are smooth and differentiable with respect to the parame-

ters β(t), then with an squared residual error metric defined as

eres(β, t) = (ẋ(t)− f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t))2

eres(β + ∆β, t) = eres(β, t) + eres(β, t)
(1)∆β(t) +

1

2
eres(β, t)

(2)∆β2(t) (3.114)
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when expanded by the Taylor series, then using Newtons method the change in the parameters ∆β

is

∆β(t) = γ (ẋ(t)− f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t))

(
∂f(x(t),u(t),β(t), t)

∂β

)−1

(3.115)

In non-parametric modeling, a statistical association between inputs and outputs are modeled. There

are many ways in which this non-parametric modeling can be performed, including but not limited to

Neural Nets and Gaussian Processes, but for brevity only Gaussian Processes (GP) will be presented

in this section. Given a set of inputs xk (which could include states, inputs etc) and associated

observations yk (which could be outputs, derivative states etc), a training set can be obtained from

the correlated inputs and observations ytrain, xtrain. Defining a generic Gaussian kernel as

κ(xi,xj) = σ2
κ exp

(
(xi − xj)T (xi − xj)

2l2κ

)
(3.116)

where σκ and lκ are the variance and length scale respectively. Then a variance matrix Ktrain can

be constructed, where the elements of the matrix Kij,train are found using the kernel function in

(3.116). For a set of test inputs xtest, the associated ytest is the output of the non-parametric model.

All of the statistical modeling methods make the inherent assumption that states that are ‘close’

defined by a metric distance projected through the kernel function have the same output properties

(with the obvious quality that a training point should return the trained output). Therefore the

‘closeness’ of a test point with the training points can be denoted by the covariance matrix K∗,mn,

for m test points and n training points defined by

K∗,ij = κ(xtest,i,xtrain,j) (3.117)

Finally, the covariance matrix for the test points with test points is denoted asK∗∗,mm and is defined

as

K∗∗,ij = κ(xtest,i,xtest,j) (3.118)

Defining a small value δn, and mean value function m( · ) the Gaussian Process algorithm can be
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expressed as

ytest = m(xtest) +KT
∗
(
Ktrain + δ2

nI
)−1

(ytrain −m(xtrain))

V [ytest] = K∗∗ −KT
∗
(
Ktrain + δ2

nI
)−1

K∗ (3.119)

Note that the model of the system is based on the training data output ytrain and the associated

covariance matrix of the training data Ktrain. The inherent limitations of such methods are the data

smoothness, high dimensionality, noisy data, redundant data, missing data and outliers to name a

few [47]. Some methods that are employed to improve on these limitations are using local GP’s

for high-dimensional data [48], using a mixture of experts for noisy and missing data regions [5],

and sparsification for redundant data [46]. However despite all of these methods to improve the

non-parametric methods, there is the persistent, inherent limitation that the modeling can only be

expected to perform well near (metric closeness or interpolated) training data.

To handle this last limitation, semi-parametric modeling has been proposed as a method to

bridge the gaps in both methodologies. In semi-parametric modeling the parametric model can be

used to induce a prior (which is helpful when examining test inputs far from the training data) as well

as being useful for defining an informed (e.g. physics based) kernel [19]. In this way the strengths

of both methods can be leveraged, where the parametric model improves estimation far from the

training data and is allowed to improve the parameters, and the non-parametric model allows the

system to adapt to observations that are not reflected in the given structure of the parametric model,

which over time with more observations improves the system’s performance. An example of such

a semi-parametric modeling scheme is presented using the GP for the non-parametric modeling

component

ytest(t) = f(xtest(t), t) +KT
∗
(
Ktrain + δ2

nI
)−1

(ytrain − f(xtrain(t), t))

V [ytest] = K∗∗ −KT
∗
(
Ktrain + δ2

nI
)−1

K∗

∆β(t) = γ

(
∂f(xtest(t), t)

∂β

)†
(ytest(t)− f(xtest(t), t)) (3.120)
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Adaptive control is the process of doing the above mentioned model parameter adjustments

concurrently during optimal control [60, 64].

3.7 Essentials of Controller Stability Analysis

Given a dynamical system described by (3.108), for this section let x be redefined through a change

of coordinates such that the origin x = 0 is the control objective. The origin is considered a stable

point, if for small scalars ε, δ > 0, for a state starting within ||x(t0)|| < δ, then ||x(t)|| < ε true

for all t ≥ 0. The origin is considered asymptotically stable if for c > 0, for all ||x(t0)|| < c

that limt→∞ x(t) = 0. A region of attraction DA for the origin is defined as points x ∈ Rn such

that limt→+∞ x(t) = 0. Given a dynamical function, the task becomes determining if the origin is

stable, this can sometimes be done using the Lyapunov stability theorem. A fundamental part of the

Lyapunov stability theorem is the use of the Lie derivative. The Lie derivative of a function along

a vector field measures changes in the function along differential equation solutions of the vector

field. It is defined here as

Llie,fV(x) =
∂V
∂x
· f(x) (3.121)

where f(x) describes the evolution of the state x, and is hence a vector field. If x(t) is a solution

to ẋ(t) = f(x(t), t) then

Llie,fV(x(t)) = V̇(x(t)). (3.122)

The Lyapunov time derivative is

V̇(x(t)) =
∂V
∂t

+

n∑

i

∂V(x)

∂xi

dxi
dt

=
∂V
∂t

+
n∑

i

∂V(x)

∂xi
fi(x(t),u(t),β(t), t) (3.123)

The Lyapunov stability theorem states that given a function V : D ⊂ Rn → R that is continuously

differentiable and has the property that V(0) = 0 , V(x) > 0 ∀x ∈ D\{0} and V̇ ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ D

then the origin x = 0 is stable in D, and if V̇ < 0 ∀x ∈ D then the origin is asymptotically stable

in D. However, in some cases for a given V , the property V̇ < 0 may not hold over the entire
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region of interest, but in a given set there will be convergence to where this holds. This sets the

stage for the LaSalle invariance principle. A fundamental concept in LaSalle’s invariance principle

is that for a state starting in a set x(t0) ∈ M , then M is an invariant set if x(t) ∈ M ∀t > t0.

The LaSalle invariance principle states that given a region Ωc = {x ∈ Rn : V(x) ≤ c} for c > 0,

define the subset Ss = {x ∈ Ωc : V̇(x) = 0} with M being the largest invariant set in Ss. If

x(t0) ∈ Ωc, then x(t) → M as t → ∞. Furthermore if the set M only contains the origin (which

is the burden of proof), then the system is asymptotically stable over Ωc. Given these definitions,

control inputs can often be designed to satisfy the above constraints and make the system stable in

given regions of interest. However to do this the system must be observable and controllable. A

system is observable if the full state x can be determined in finite time from the outputs z, in linear

systems this is equivalent to the observability matrix being rank n (with n being the dimension of

the state). A system is controllable if given two valid states x0, x1 there exist a time tf such that

for x(t0) = x0, with admissible inputs u(t), then x(tf ) = x1 can be achieved.
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Part II

Cooperative Transport
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Chapter 4

Obstacle Modeling and Path Planning

for Cooperative Transport

4.1 Introduction

The chapters in this section present considerations and methodologies for cooperatively transporting

a load in a cluttered environment. Optimal Transport is defined here as taking the most efficient

path to reach the goal and conserving energy during transport. When transporting on a flat terrain

with simplistic robot kinematics, an efficient path usually correlates to the shortest path. During

transport, energy is conserved when all applied forces are used to solely perform work on the object

to transport it to the agreed upon goal. A centralized paradigm where there is a single governing

controller can easily achieve optimal transport. This is done by

1. Selecting the desired, feasible goal.

2. Planning collision free trajectories for every robot and the carried load to the goal.

3. Leveraging knowledge of robot grasp locations to command every agent to apply forces that

will mobilize to the goal and induce minimal internal stresses on the carried object.

In a decentralized paradigm, it is usually impossible to achieve the centralized performance without

all agents having prior information as well as consensus.
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In this section, decentralized robots and human collaborators are considered, and considerations

for approaching optimal transport in the following way: first in Chapter 4 it is assumed that the fea-

sible goal has been selected, and the goal is to find a collision free trajectory that optimizes a metric

such as minimal distance. Then in Chapter 5 decentralized robot teammates will be considered,

where each robot knows the optimal path from Chapter 4, but the grasp locations of other robot are

unknown. Therefore to transport efficiently they must minimize the internal stresses in the carried

object. Then finally in 6 human-robot transport is considered, where the final goal is known only

to the human and the robot must observe the human and the environment and estimate the humans

intended goal. Since the humans grasp location is known, a full pipeline would be the combination

of all three chapters, as an optimal path can be planned to the humans intended goal, then given the

grasp map, the robot knows what forces to apply to follow the optimal trajectory. The contributions

of Chapter 4 is an efficient method of decomposing traversable free space for obtaining the optimal

path. The contributions of Chapter 5 is determining the minimal information robots need to share

with their immediate neighbors in order to reach consensus and minimize internal stresses. And the

contributions of Chapter 6 is a novel approach to observe the human and environment and to predict

on a small time horizon the human’s intended goal pose. As the full pipeline implementation does

not add novelty, it is left for future work.

4.2 Obstacle Modeling and Collision Checking

Obstacles around a robot can be detected with many types of sensors which can be classified into

active and passive sensors. Active sensors project onto the environment and use this feedback to

ascertain a quality about the environment with examples being sonar, laser range finder or even con-

tact with the environment. Passive sensors detect the environment without disturbing it but measure

an inherent quality, examples being cameras, temperature gauges, or an inertial measurement unit

(which measures acceleration, angular velocity, magnetic field). Specifically for obstacle detection,

common range sensors include laser range finders, time-of-flight sensors and stereo cameras. Points

are registered in the sensor frame and transformed to the body or world frame with a measure of

uncertainty. Obstacles from such a sensor are usually provided as a point cloud in the sensor frame.
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There are many ways to represent the obstacle and the representation is usually driven by the partic-

ular application. Representation methods include as a raw point cloud, as occupancy voxels (with

varying resolution), as polytopes (which contain the obstacle points) and statistically with mean and

covariance of clusters of obstacle points. Given a representation, the objective is then to determine

how to avoid collision. If the desired representation for the obstacles is a point cloud, then by mod-

eling a polytope that encapsulates the robot, then only poses for the robot where the representing

polytope does not include obstacle points are valid poses that avoid collision. The obstacles can be

modeled as a set of polytopes whose dimensions are inflated subject to the pose of the robot so that

it is possible to model the robot as a point. In this case, the planned path for the robot must be ex-

terior to the obstacle polytopes, this is the method in mixed integer quadratic programming (MIQP)

where points that are interior to obstacle polytopes are invalid in the optimizer solver [43]. If there

are many distinct obstacles, this quickly becomes very expensive to compute a valid trajectory. An-

other approach is to represent obstacles as a point cloud, then characterize the traversable free space

with overlapping convex regions [15, 29]. Given a method of characterizing and avoiding collision,

the task becomes finding feasible trajectories that are collision free and satisfy a secondary objective

such as minimal path length, allowing the robot to reach the goal in shorter time or by expending

less power.

4.3 Generating Traversable Corridors

When both the goal pose is known along as well as a point cloud representation of the obstacles,

then the traversable free space can be represented as a set of convex regions. This is useful, as an

optimization problem can then be posed for a path that remains in the traversable free space and

optimizes a secondary objective such as path length.

The free space decomposition can be performed in multiple ways, one common way is to define

a polytope that contains the largest ellipsoid in the free region [15]. This method performs well

for approximating the true free space, however, when the objective is traversing an environment

to a known goal, it is not always necessary to have a complete representation of the entire free

space, but only the effective corridor required to traverse collision free, and focusing on the region
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required for motion can reduce computational cost. This free space decomposition is proposed in

[29] where the algorithm finds a seed path from a sample based planner or flood fill algorithm, then

uses obstacles around the seed path chords to construct polytopes containing the chord segments.

As these polytopes naturally overlap, this provides a set of overlapping convex regions from the start

to goal pose. Defining the trajectory using the polynomial basis tv = [1, t, . . . , tn] with coefficients

β = [βTx β
T
y β

T
θ ]T so that the pose p(t) of the robot in SE(2) can be expressed as

pWR(t) =

[
x(t) y(t) 0 0 0 φz(t)

]T

x(t) =
∑

i

tv,iβx,i

y(t) =
∑

i

tv,iβy,i

φz(t) =
∑

i

tv,iβθ, i. (4.1)

For k − 1 chord segments there are k − 1 independent polynomials and k boundary conditions.

Individual polynomial segment time duration’s are determined by the ratio of the initial length of

the chord from the seed path: Tchrd =

[
Tchrd,1 . . . Tchrd,k−1

]
, these times are then used to

enforce equality constraints at polynomial connections. Within these polytope, a set of polynomials

are found that satisfy the path objective function So for each i’th chord

So,i =

∫ Tchrd,i

0
||p(1)

WR(t)||2dt = βTi PH,i(Tchrd,i)βi

So,total =




β1

...

βk−1




T 


PH,1(Tchrd,1)

. . .

PH,k−1(Tchrd,k−1)







β1

...

βk−1




= βTPHβ. (4.2)

PH is the Hessian of the total objective (summed over all k chords) So,total with respect to polyno-

mial coefficients and is the matrix form of the polynomial convolution (found with outer product of
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tTv tv and put in block diagonal form). And the optimization problem becomes

min
β
βTPHβ

subj. to Aβ < b

Eeqβ = deq. (4.3)

where the inequality Aβ < b comes from the convex corridor generation and ensures the seg-

ment of the path remains interior to the respective convex corridor region. The equality constraint

Eeqβ = deq ensures boundary conditions for the start and goal pose are met along with smoothness

at connections of polynomials. This corridor generation algorithm is discussed in detail in [29]. For

demonstration, this was implemented on the KUKA youBot which is a holonomic robot with four

mecanum wheels. The states of the robot are
[
x1 x2 x3

]T
=

[
x y θ

]T
, with input being the

velocity vector u =

[
ẋ ẏ θ̇

]T
. The kinematic equation of motion is therefore




ẋ1

ẋ2

ẋ3




︸ ︷︷ ︸
ẋ

=




cos(x3) −sin(x3) 0

sin(x3) cos(x3) 0

0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(x)

u (4.4)

Defining the change of coordinates to the error between the desired trajectory and current state

ex = xdes(t)− x (4.5)
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Then the combined control and optimization problem becomes

min
u,β

S =

∫ tf

t0

(
ex(t)TQeex(t)

)
dt+ βTPHβ

subj. to ẋ = g(x)u

Aβ < b

Eeqβ = deq. (4.6)

where Qe is a positive semi-definite matrix. The proposed controller is

u(t) = g−1(x) (ẋdes(t) +Kpex(t)) (4.7)

then as g( · ) is a rotation matrix it is always invertible and the system is feedback linearizable and

the kinematics becomes

ėx(t) = ẋdes(t)− g(x)
(
g−1(x) (ẋdes(t) +Kpex(t))

)

= −Kpex(t) (4.8)

which is asymptotically stable about the origin ex(t) = 0 when Kp > 0. If a trajectory is found

that minimizes (4.3), then the control problem (4.6) is also minimized.

4.4 Results

This was implemented on a youBot base shown in Figure 4.1b. In Figure 4.2, red points represent

seed path points, the green dashed path represents the desired trajectory, and blue represents the

odometry using the control law presented for the experiment shown in Figure 4.1. In the Figure

4.2, the trajectories are over normalized time. This is scaled as in [43] to meet the desired trajectory

traversal rate using the normed control time represented by tc = (t−t0)/tscale where t is the current

time, t0 is the start time, tscale is the scaling.

To compare the proposed method to the leading methods in [39] and [15], all three methods

were implemented in Robot Operating System (ROS) and their outputs examined for a single chord
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Implementation on KUKA youBot. Figure 4.1a shows the planned trajectory where the seedpath
is shown in red and the optimal path for the convex hull of the robot is shown in blue. Figure 4.1b shows
execution on the youBot platform.

Table 4.1: Collision Free Corridor Generation Method Comparison: Free-space characterization for proposed
method, and methods shown in [39] and [15]. These are statistics for the free space of the proposed method
and Liu et al. method divided by free space of IRIS method respectively, producing a fractional relationship.

Trial (100 iter.) Proposed method/IRIS Liu/IRIS
5 obs. 0.84 ± 0.14 0.54 ± 0.21
10 obs. 0.77 ± 0.23 0.68 ± 0.18
30 obs. 0.81 ± 0.20 0.97 ± 0.23
50 obs. 0.82 ± 0.23 1.03 ± 0.22

defined from start x = 0, y = −0.3 to goal x = 0, y = 0.3. The simulation units are consistent

for comparison, and are considered to be meters. For this chord obstacles are generated within the

world bounds of xw = ±1m, yw = ±1m and discretized the space with step size of 0.02m in both

x, y. This is visualized in ROS-rviz, shown in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3a shows the IRIS methods’ free,

convex space, Figure 4.3b shows the proposed methods free convex space for this chord, and Figure

4.3c shows the free space generated by the Liu et al. method in [39]. It is important to note that

the Liu et al. method performs ray tracing, and subdivides a chord into sequential convex regions

defined by co-linear ray intersections. Hence while the Liu et al. method can be compared in terms

of free space, it cannot determine the convex space around a single chord as in the proposed method

and IRIS method [15]. In Table 4.1 the free space is calculated for the system shown in Figure

4.3 for 10, 30 and 50 obstacles each for 100 iterations. By dividing each respective calculated free
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(a) X position vs normalized time (b) Y position vs normalized time

(c) θ position vs normalized time

Figure 4.2: Smooth trajectory generation where red points show the seed path, green dashed lines are the
desired trajectory and blue lines represent the actual odometry.

space by the IRIS method, a scale free relation is obtained that allows for comparison of free space

between all methods, and convex space between IRIS and the proposed method.

Table 4.1 shows the free space comparison. It is important to note that the world size remains

constant while the number of obstacles increases for each trial (100 trials for each number of ob-

stacles). The proposed method is consistently about 81% (with less than 23% standard deviation)

of the free convex space calculated by IRIS. The Liu et al. method computes less free space than

the proposed and IRIS methods in open environments with few obstacles, but as the environment

becomes more cluttered, the ray-tracing feature of the Liu et al. method allows it to find more free

space. It is important to note that the free space found in the Liu et al. method in these instances

does not translate to usable convex free space required for optimization (as shown in Figure 4.3c).

In addition, the Liu et al. method’s ray tracing makes it inherently sensitive to world discretization

and dimensionality. The IRIS method finds the maximum convex polytope that can contain the

largest ellipsoid. As the proposed method formulation is to expand a polytope around the chord,

there are instances when this convex volume will exceed the IRIS method (as it solves a similar
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(a) IRIS SDP method (b) Proposed method (c) Liu et al. method

Figure 4.3: General method comparison of free space: single chord indicated by red arrow, 30 generated
obstacles and free space characterized by each method.

but different problem). It must be noted that the key difference between the proposed method and

the IRIS method are that they solve different problems, with the main goal of the proposed method

being to find the maximum usable free space around a given chord and the goal of IRIS to find

the polytope associated with maximum volume ellipsoid in the region. This leads to the apparent

advantage of computation reduction in the proposed method. Consider Figure 4.4c, in Figure 4.4a

(a) Seed path in cluttered environment

(b) IRIS Method [15] (c) Proposed method [29]

Figure 4.4: Given a seed path, the IRIS method requires more computation to calculate the effective, usable
free-space than the proposed method.

a seed path has been generated in a cluttered environment. The IRIS method shown in Figure 4.4b
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calculates the free space throughout the environment, and requires seven computation cycles in this

example. However, the proposed method shown in Figure 4.4c only requires two computation cy-

cles. So while the proposed method does not identify all of the possible free space, it does locate all

of the useful free space for the task of trajectory generation. In this analysis the proposed methods

effectiveness is demonstrated for the given application, and is compared to similar methods for free

space decomposition.
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Chapter 5

Robot-Robot Cooperative Transport

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the scenario of multiple, decentralized robots cooperatively carrying a load is inves-

tigated. It is assumed that the goal pose is known and a collision free trajectory is determined and

known to all robotic agents as in Chapter 4. It is also assumed that every robot is capable of measur-

ing the state of the load and the resultant applied wrench assuming a quasi-static paradigm (inertial

forces are zero, and applied forces are countered by friction for the system to traverse at constant

velocity). Each robot also knows where it is grasping the object, however while the robot is able to

communicate with adjacent robots within a communication radius, the grasp points of other agents

is unknown, and as the number of robots greatly increases this information may become intractable

for some robotic platforms. Hence, the control problem becomes transporting the object along the

specified trajectory while minimizing interaction forces which do not contribute to motion of the

system.

5.2 Force Distribution in Cooperative Transport

Consider N robots grasping a load at unique points r in the inertial frame. If each agent is capable

of producing a force (but not a torque) at grasp points then the wrench on the body (force and torque)

is defined as
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w =
∑

i



I

r
[×]
i


fi

=
∑

i

Gifi (5.1)

The matrix Gi will be referred to as the grasp map as it describes the contribution to net wrench the

i’th robot can provide. Two robots will produce internal stresses on the load if there are components

of their forces that do not contribute to the net wrench. These are denoted as interaction forces,

described for two robots i, j as

fij = (fi − fj)T r̂ij (5.2)

where

r̂ij =
(ri − rj)
|| (ri − rj) ||

(5.3)

If the objective is to minimize interaction forces, then this can be achieved using a common solution

vector β for all robots

fi(β) = GiTβ ∀i (5.4)

Substituting this into (5.2) guarantees no interaction forces because

fij(β) = (fi(β)− fj(β))T
(ri − rj)
|| (ri − rj) ||

=
(
β − r[×]

i β − β + r
[×]
j β

)T (ri − rj)
|| (ri − rj) ||

=
βT

|| (ri − rj) ||
(
r

[×]
i ri − r[×]

j ri − r[×]
i rj + r

[×]
j rj

)

=
βT

|| (ri − rj) ||
(
r

[×]
i rj − r[×]

i rj

)

= 0 (5.5)
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So for optimal transport, the optimization problem with respect to interaction forces can be stated

as

min
fi

Sint =

∫ tf

t0

f2
ij(t)dt ∀i, j (5.6)

and consensus of the solution vector β in (5.4) minimizes this objective.

5.3 Interaction Force Minimization Through Consensus

For robots to reach consensus on their solution vector to minimize interaction forces, they must com-

municate with their neighbors, and through averaging, reach consensus. It is assumed that robots

are only able to communicate with neighbors that are within a radius rcomm. The communication

structure can be represented using a Laplacian matrix:

[Li,j =





di if i = j

−1 ||ri − rj || ≤ rcomm

0 ||ri − rj || > rcomm

Where di are the number of neighbors for the i’th robot. The Laplacian L of graph G is defined as

L = D − A, and is a symmetric matrix (in an undirected graph). D is a diagonal matrix populated

by di, and A is an adjacency matrix indicating neighbors. If the graph is connected (starting on

any node it is possible to reach any other node over adjacent edges), then the first eigenvalue of

the Laplacian is zero and the rest are positive. For Laplacian averaging, the discrete consensus

algorithm is

x[s+ 1] = x[s]− γL x[s]. (5.7)

Based on the choice of γ this algorithm converges to the average after m iterations for N robots

lim
m→∞

x[s+m] =
11T

N
x[s]. (5.8)

In [30] a discrete control law is proposed, but in this analysis a continuous control law will be

developed.
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If it is asserted that consensus has been reached for the solution vector in (5.8), then the net

wrench can be expressed as

w(t) =
N∑

i

GiGiTβ

= Gβ (5.9)

for N robots, where the matrix G combines the entire grasp map. For simplicity the body fixed

frame is considered so that G is constant. Differentiating this provides the change in wrench re-

quired to track a desired trajectory and represents the dynamics of the system

ẇ(t) = Gβ̇. (5.10)

Defining the tracking error to be

ew(t) = wdes(t)−w(t) (5.11)

and the control input to be

u(t) = β̇ (5.12)

the objective is to minimize the following functional

min
ui

S =

∫ tf

t0

(
ew(t)TQew(t) + f2

ij(t)
)
dt

subj. to w(t) = Gu(t), (5.13)

where the consensus step in (5.8) minimizes the interaction force component and Q is a positive

semi-definite matrix. It is now asserted that the desired wrench wdes(t) is feasible meaning that

it remains in the column space of G, and by extension that the error ew(t) also remains feasible.

Based on this assertion, using a change of coordinates by differentiating (5.11) the dynamics can be
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expressed by

ėw(t) = ẇdes(t)− ẇ(t)

= Gβdes(t)−Gu(t) (5.14)

By selecting the control policy

u(t) = βdes(t) +G+Kpew(t) (5.15)

substituting (5.15) into (5.14) this becomes

ėw(t) = −GG+Kpew(t) (5.16)

which for Kp > 0 and valid feasibility assertion (meaning ew is in the column space of G, whose

eigenvalues are greater than or equal to zero), is asymptotically stable.

5.4 Results

Figure 5.1 shows a representative example of 100 robots with unique random contact locations

executing a desired wrench of wdes =

[
1, 1, 1

]T
. This is representative as contact points were

randomly selected without replacement within the object boundary. Notice in Figs. 5.1e and 5.1d

that consensus among the total number of robots takes about one hundred iterations; however, after

consensus is reached, since all the estimates of βi are the same and the graph does not change, the

system converges to the desired wrench quickly (noted by a decrease in wrench error ‖werr[s]‖ =

‖wdes[s]−wact[s]‖). Notice in Fig. 5.1c that the sum of the absolute value of the interaction

forces fin[s] =
∑

i,j |(fi[s]− fj [s]) · (ri − rj)| is steadily decreasing as a result of the values of

βi converging to their average βavg, as seen by the decrease in the first standard deviation σ1. The

convergence graph in Fig. 5.1e shows the average of the robots estimated solution vector βi as

well as the first standard deviation of these estimates σ1. This algorithm is robust to communication

failure as long as the set of graph topologies during the communication failure constitute a connected
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graph [30].
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Figure 5.1: Robot-Robot Cooperative Carrying: 100 robots executing wdes = [1, 1, 1]T , with a static com-
munication structure and convergence rate.
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Chapter 6

Human-Robot Cooperative Transport

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, cooperative transport between a human leader and robot follower is considered. The

novelty and contribution in the proposed approach is the use of human and environment observations

to predict the human’s intended goal pose on a small time horizon. It is an added constraint is that

the human cannot explicitly communicate with the robot (verbally, digitally, or using predefined

gestures). However it is assumed that

1. The human has an intended pose for the carried object.

2. The human wants the system to avoid collisions with surrounding obstacles.

3. The human wants to transport in an energy efficient manner (which may include but is not

limited to traveling the shortest distance to reach target pose).

4. The obstacles in the environment are static.

5. The human-robot pair will carry the object such that the humans face is visible by the robot,

along with the humans legs. And in addition that the human applied wrench can be sensed.

This is shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2.

6. The obstacles in the environment can be sensed by the robot and the robot is able to measure

the carried objects odometry in the inertial reference frame.
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Obstacle	  

Robot	  
	  

Human	  

Goal	  

Figure 6.1: Human Robot Carrying Problem: The goal is to allow an autonomous robot to cooperatively carry
a load through a cluttered environment collision free, with a human counterpart with the added constraint that
explicit communication is not viable. The robot must transport efficiently by estimated the humans intended
motion in the context of the environment.

Leveraging the contributions of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 it is asserted that once the intended goal

pose is estimated, the robot is able to plan a collision free trajectory to the goal and by observing

the grasp location of the human, apply an appropriate wrench that will minimize internal stresses

on the carried object and conserve energy.

In this chapter, what the robot can observe from the human and environment will first be pre-

sented. And based on these observations, a physics based reasoning will be proposed for how each

of these observations may predict the humans intended pose. Second, considerations for modeling

of human intent based on these observations will then be discussed. And finally positive preliminary

results will be shown as an initial attempt at modeling the human intent on a small time horizon.

6.2 Human and Environment Sensing for Cooperative Transport

Consider the scenario when a robot carries a load with a human collaborator as shown in Figure 6.1.

When the final destination is known by both the robot and human, a feasible trajectory can be

calculated and if the grasp locations are known by all collaborators then the desired motion can be

performed. However, if only the human leader knows the final target pose, then it becomes difficult

for the robot to be an effective collaborator. One method to mitigate this is to allow the robot to

simply become compliant, if the human leader applies forces to the carried load the robot can move

in manner that then minimizes the internal stress sensed. This method has been used widely in

robotics for decades, but has the fundamental drawback that there must be internal stresses in the
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carried load in order to signal the robot to move in a particular direction for transport [81], [3], [63].

To mitigate these internal stresses the robot must be able to estimate the intended pose before

the human is required to send the implicit signal of internal stresses through the carried object. If the

context of the object being carried is known within the given environment then it is possible for the

robot to plan long time horizon trajectories based on these affordances. An example of this would

be carrying a sofa through a house to the living room to be placed against a designated wall. In this

example, if the robot has a floor-plan of the house a collision free trajectory can be calculated to the

intended pose. When considering the deployable robotic assistant, it is fair to assume that without

prior experience the generic affordance of the carried object correlated to a given floor-plan may not

exist or multiple solutions may exist.

Hence, for long term deployment, if the robot can continuously and accurately approximate

the human leaders intended goal pose on a local time horizon (a few seconds into the future), then

the entire transport task can become efficient. The challenge becomes determining what can be ob-

served by the robot and is useful for estimating the human leaders intended pose. Given the transport

scenario shown in Figure 6.1, consider a local region around the human and robot collaborators. It is

assumed that the robot is capable of sensing the immediate obstacles, the orientation of the humans

head, the motion of the humans legs, the wrench applied by the human as well as the odometry of

the carried load as shown in Figure 6.2. For a small time horizon it is asserted that these quantities

in whole or in part measured at time t can be used to predict the future pose of the object (whose

frame is O) at a look ahead time horizon t + th. The assertion is based on the following intuitive

underlying physics models:

1. System Twist: The system twist ṗWsys obtained from the odometry can be integrated once

to solve for the expected pose if it is assumed that the velocity will remain constant.

2. Human Applied Wrench: The applied wrench w which consists of applied forces and

torques are a good indicator of intended acceleration. This can therefore be integrated twice

to obtain the expected pose.

3. Human Head Orientation: The orientation of the human head h may indicate a desired
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Figure 6.2: Human Intent Observation: It is asserted that the human and robot will transport facing each
other. It is also asserted that the robot is capable of sensing the human leader’s head orientation h, step vector
s, applied wrench w (force and torque), the twist of the carried load ṗWsys := ṗWO (for carried load frame
O) and the surrounding obstacles.

direction of motion. As it may be difficult to extrapolate the intended orientation, the position

may be estimated. It is important to note that the head orientation by itself does not correlate

to the expected pose, however when normalized and scaled by the magnitude of the current

planar velocity of the carried object, it can then be treated as an expected twist and integrated

once for expected pose. It is also important to note that due to the coupling with the system

twist, if the person is walking backward then it is safe to assume that the head orientation

is not viable if the human cannot observe the intended pose. This is equivalent to the head

orientation vector being in the same half-space as the twist planar vector.

4. Human Step Vector: The step vector s indicates the motion of the human and can be ob-

tained by extracting consecutive locations of the humans center of location. This is done by

detecting the leg locations and defining the centroid of the convex volume which contains the

legs as the center of location. It is important to note that across different users the magnitude

of the step vector may not be a direct indicator of the expected pose of the carried object. For

instance, a shorter person’s step may be an equivalent indicator of desired motion as a larger

step taken by a taller person. It is assumed that the step regardless of magnitude, indicates the

desired motion. Therefore, if the step vector is normalized and scaled by the magnitude of the
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current planar velocity of the carried object, it can then be treated as an expected twist vector

and integrated once for expected pose. This is expected to allow for consistent performance

across users of different heights and therefore different average step sizes. It is important to

note that if the step vector is not in the same half-space of the twist planar vector then it may

not be useful. Intuitively, if the step vector is correlated with twist and is not in the same

half-space then it is not a feasible predictor. If correlated to acceleration it may be useful, but

its correlation to twist will be considered for now.

5. Local Obstacles: The local obstacles serve as motion constraints. If it is assumed that the

human leader does not which to collide with obstacles, then if any of the above integration’s

would cause collision then it must be adjusted or negated from consideration.

The xy-planar vectors for the head and step are denoted as h and s respectively. The effective head

vector h̃ is defined based on the planar twist of the object whose frame is O expressed in the world

W ṗWO,xy as

h̃ =





||ṗWO,xy ||
||h|| h if h · ṗWO,xy > 0

0 if h · ṗWO,xy ≤ 0.

(6.1)

Likewise, the effective step vector s̃ is defined as

s̃ =





||ṗWO,xy ||
||s|| s if s · ṗWO,xy > 0

0 if s · ṗWO,xy ≤ 0.

(6.2)

The next challenge becomes appropriately combining knowledge from each of the sensing modal-

ities mentioned. To learn how humans leverage this information, data was collected between two

human teammates transporting a sensor capable of obtaining the above sensing quantities. The sen-

sor is shown in Figure 6.3, and consists of a RGB-D Kinect sensor to measure the human leader’s

head orientation, a laser range finder to obtain the leader’s location, strain gauges to measure the pla-

nar forces applied by the human leader and markers used to track odometry using a motion capture

system. To obtain the local map, a Fetch mobile manipulator was used to obtain an obstacle map

in the motion capture system’s frame as shown in Figure 6.4a. And to collect data, a human leader
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Figure 6.3: Human Intent Sensor Diagram: The sensor consists of a RGB-D Kinect sensor used to measure
the human leader’s head orientation, a laser range finder to obtain the leader’s location and extract the step
vector, strain gauges to measure the planar applied forces, and markers used to obtain odometry using a
motion capture system.

and follower traversed the obstacle course with the constraint that the human leader was unable to

verbally indicate or gesture the intended pose to the human follower (as shown in Figure 6.4b).

Data was collected over six different maps shown in Figure 6.5. For each trial the human

leader selected multiple destinations and the human follower observed the leader while attempting

to minimize internal stresses and avoid obstacles. The task becomes determining the appropriate

way to combine the sensed quantities in order to effectively predict the human leaders intended goal

pose.

6.3 Modeling Human Intent for Cooperative Transport

In order to predict the expected pose on a finite time horizon the challenge of correctly combining

the measured quantities must be addressed. One approach is to assert independence between the

quantities. In certain instances this may be effective, for example, with few obstacles the human

leader may choose a low curvature trajectory with constant velocity making integration of the twist

a valid indicator. Similarly, in an open space, the applied wrench may be a sufficient indicator of
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: Human Intent Data Collection: The Fetch mobile manipulator is used to construct a map of
the environment. Then a human leader and human follower then traverse the environment without explicit
communication (verbal, gesture). By observing the human leader and the environment, the human follower
predicts the leaders intended pose.

acceleration and be a sufficient predictor for the intended pose. Likewise for the effective head and

step vector in an open space, they may be good indicators of the intended pose. However, consider

the end of a hallway with two sharp turns, in this instance the human leader may look in one direction

(the intended path) and apply a wrench in the opposite direction (to rotate the object). In this and

similar examples the independent models are may be incapable of providing a complete description

of the intended motion. It is also important to note the influence the surrounding obstacles have on

the properties of these models. For example, in an open space, the head orientation may be a valid

indicator of where the human leader intends to move, but in a tight hallway if the human leader

looks toward a wall it is assumed that the head orientation is meaningless as collisions are to be

avoided.

So it is apparent that coupling these models can be advantageous in many scenarios, however

determining the most effective method of combining them is not straight forward. Consider a linear

model that combines the integrated pose from each of the measured quantities, if weights are used

to combine them, finding valid weights that improve the combined models performance can be

posed as system identification problem. An inherent challenge however is determining the best

combination, if the underlying model is not guaranteed to be a linear combination, then the model

variations must also be considered. This consideration creates a huge search space to determine

the appropriate model. One approach to solve such problems is to use genetic algorithms in which

many model forms are generated, improved and evaluated to hopefully find the model with best
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performance. A limitation of such an approach is that if an inadequate pool of models is generated

then performance will always be poor. This can easily occur when the engineer selects the base

components that compose the set of all models and if the required true model base components are

not present the model selection process may never converge to a valid selection.

This particular problem of utilizing the quantities sensed in Figure 6.2, the contribution of the

local map should not be understated as it may change the model behavior for the other quantities.

Once approach to solve this is to assume that the human follower performs using an adequate and

possibly optimal internal model. With this assertion, the goal becomes modeling the human follow-

ers performance to reproduce their prediction accuracy. For a small time horizon, it is asserted that a

Markov Process (MP) sufficiently describes the underlying model, meaning quantities in Figure 6.2

measured at time t are sufficient to predict the pose at t+ th without the history of quantities before

time t. For longer time horizons this assertion is expected to quickly break down, hence this is

restricted to small time horizons (in this work this is less than two seconds).

Given the supervised data collected in Section 6.2 a discriminative model framework can be

leveraged to approximate the underlying model. Two modeling methods to be consider are a Gaus-

sian process and a neural network. For the discriminative model framework the input state space

is the measured quantities and the output as the intended pose. The advantage of using a Gaussian

process is that training performed by constructing the information matrix and can therefore be per-

formed quickly while data is collected. A disadvantage of using the Gaussian process is when the

input state space manifold is highly nonlinear. In this case more training points are required near the

non-linearity to adequately represent the manifold and therefore the information matrix increases

proportionally. One way to overcome this is to use sparsification which only keeps training points

represent manifold curvature beyond the specified set point. Another way to overcome this is to

use a local Gaussian process which takes effect in specified regions of the state space. When the

manifold is unknown and possibly very nonlinear both of these approaches may still break down

with computational consequences. A neural network is a better approach in such a scenario, as

the number of model representation components in the computational graph remains constant for

a selected neural net architecture. Another advantage of a neural network is its inherent ability to
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approximate any bounded, continuous function provided an adequate architecture. This advantage

is formalized in the Universal Approximation Theorem [23].

With these considerations, the proposed approach uses a deep neural network shown in Fig-

ure 6.6 using supervised training from data collected in Section 6.2. First, all of the measured

quantities and local map are transformed into the current body fixed frame of the carried object O at

time t. In addition, the future pose at look ahead time t+ th is also transformed into the body fixed

frame O at time t. Intuitively, the primary architecture is described by a set of convolutional layers

that scan the local map extracting the notion of constraints, the effective head and step pass together

through a set of fully connected networks as it assumed that they both are indicators of the expected

planar position. Finally, the output from the map, the effective head and step are combined with the

applied wrench and carried object twist through a set of fully connected layers in order extract the

inherent coupling for the prediction of the intended pose. Leaky ReLU activation functions are used

for all nodes.

For supervised training, given the MP assumption, each carrying trial can be subdivided with

measured quantities at time t and true pose at time t + th creating a training set. When training,

batches are randomly selected from all carrying trials with no ordering, allowing for the extraction

of the model under the MP assumption. The error function was designed to penalize the SE(2)

error with position in units of centimeters and orientation in degrees. By squaring the error, the

network would approach the true model.

Two back-propagation methods were considered, first was error in the final predicted SE(2)

pose as well as positional error psys,xy(t + th) with the output from the fully connected networks

connected to the effective head and step vectors. The hypothesis was that the effective head and

step vectors correlated directly to the expected planar position. This method of back-propagation

was found to not converge even with further modification in the neural net architecture. This led

to the conclusion that while the head and step may indicate the expected planar position it is not

sufficient to enforce assertion. The second back-propagation method tested was to just use the

supervised error with the final SE(2) pose. It was determined that this back propagation method

led to convergence.
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Many renditions of the internal architecture were tested with varying convolutional layer depths

and channels, varying depth in fully connected layers for both the effective head and step as well

as the final fully connected layers which combined all inputs. General trends indicated that suffi-

cient depth was required for adequate model generalization, and sufficient width in fully connected

layers improved model approximation. The final neural net architecture design selected is shown

in Figure 6.6. All of the intent quantities are transformed into the local body fixed frame O, along

with the future pose obtained at t + th. The deep network shown in Figure 6.6 has two convolu-

tional layers that operate on the local map, the output of which is passed through a fully connected

layer. The deep network passes the effective head and step vectors through a set of fully connected

layers. Then the network combines the output from the effective head and step along with the ap-

plied wrench and body twist in a set of fully connected layers. Finally, the output from the effective

head and step, wrench and body twist are all combined with the output from the map and passed

through multiple fully connected layers to estimate the expected SE(2) pose of the carried load

for a given time horizon th. The guiding rational behind the construction of this network is that

similar information is first combined and passed through layers that model pertinent features, then

later, this output is combined with more dissimilar information in order to obtain the final desired

output. For instance, the head and the step both intuitively indicate future position (not orientation).

Whereas the applied wrench is a good indicator of acceleration. The system twist is directly useful

for integration for expected pose. The local map is a good indicator of immediate constraints, if any

other prediction would cause collision this would be infeasible. The convolutional and subsequent

fully connected layers serve to extract this notion of constraint. The information from all of these

quantities is then mapped through the multiple fully connected layers to a final output of expected

pose for a given time horizon. While the best performing architecture is shown in Figure 6.6, com-

peting architectures were examined. Most notably, an architecture that made the final error function

a combination of final predicted pose error summed with the position error between the true position

and the output of the head, step vectors fully connected layers was attempted with the hypothesis

that the head and step vectors directly correlate to the expected position. Error convergence did

not occur for this architecture, and the reasoning is that while the head and step vectors are good
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indicators of position, across all scenarios it is imperative that the surrounding obstacles and other

intention quantities be considered in unison to predict the accurate pose. This is exemplified in the

final architecture Figure 6.6.

6.4 Results

To estimate the human intended pose on a small time horizon from measured quantities shown in

Figure 6.2, the final selected neural net architecture is shown in Figure 6.6. Independent models

were trained for for time horizons of 0.5s, 1.0s, 1.5s and 2.0s. The data size for each time horizon

is shown in Table 6.1, and the hold out set (training data never touched and used to truly evaluate

model performance) is 15% of the data size.

Table 6.1: Human Intent Training: Using the MP assumption for each time horizon th, the data size is
shown and the hold out percentage is 15% of the data size.

Time horizon (sec) Data size

0.5 2912
1.0 2902
1.5 2890
2.0 2878

Figure 6.7 shows the model error during training on the hold out set for the positional error in

centimeters squared ‖exy‖2 on a semi-log graph. Figure 6.8 shows the model error during training

on the hold out set for the angular error in degrees squared e2
θ on a semi-log graph. Finally, Fig-

ure 6.9 shows the combined error of Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 on a semi-log graph. In each case the

unfiltered signal for each time horizon is shown (faded), and the low-pass filtered signal is shown in

bold with a low-pass filter gain of 0.1.

The final error for the position and angular components are shown in Table 6.2. Since the back

propagated error was squared, the final true error is shown in Table 6.2. While smaller times perform

better as expected under the MP assumption, the goal is to find the largest, valid time horizon as it

allows for more computational capacity before the predicted pose is reached.

Both Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 show the prediction for the time horizon of 1.5s for the map
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Table 6.2: Human Intent Training: Final hold out set errors. Low pass filter gains are 0.1.

Time horizon (sec) ‖exy‖ (cm) ‖exy‖ (cm) eθ (deg) eθ (deg)
no filter low-pass filtered no filter low-pass filtered

0.5 14.5905 14.3788 4.78913 6.11002
1.0 18.2051 22.2244 9.03606 9.78113
1.5 33.4619 34.829 11.4714 13.9134
2.0 42.4927 47.9171 18.7699 19.1647

shown in Figure 6.5e. In Figure 6.11 the red arrows indicate the pose of the carried load, and

the purple arrows indicate the predicted poses with a time horizon of 1.5s. While the training

error shown in Figure 6.9 represents the average error of randomly selected maps and measured

quantities, the representation in Figure 6.11 validates the MP assumption over sequential data. To

validate the performance of the neural net prediction, it is compared against integration of the system

twist over the corresponding time horizons in Figure 6.12. In Figure 6.12 the MP assumption is used

to average the predictions from all maps shown in Figure 6.5. The position and angular error mean

and covariance are shown. For position error, the neural network clearly outperforms the velocity

integration with increased disparity for longer time horizons. For angular error, the performance

is comparable with velocity integration performing slightly better for short time horizons, then for

longer time horizons the neural network again outperforms velocity integration.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter a framework is presented and demonstrated to predict the human leader’s intended

pose on a finite time horizon for the cooperative transport problem. The complete cooperative

transport problem between a human leader and robot collaborator is a combination of the methods

presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Figure 6.13 illustrates this where the human is

first observed (Chapter 6), then a collision free trajectory is calculated to the estimated intended

pose (Chapter 4), and finally given the grasp map which includes the human and robot, the robot

is able to actuate along the specified trajectory while minimizing interaction forces (Chapter 5).

During implementation, the robot remains compliant while actuating along the expected path, and
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continuously updates the expected pose based on new human and environment information.
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(a) Dashed lines
(b) Dead ends

(c) Four rings
(d) Hall and diamond

(e) Scattered obstacles
(f) Two hallways

Figure 6.5: Obstacle maps for training human intent inference.
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Figure 6.6: Neural net architecture for detecting human intent for cooperative transport. Convolutional layers
are denoted with conv. and the number of channels and kernel size are shown with the notation: channel
@ kernel size. Fully connected layers are denoted by FC and the number of nodes in the width shown.
Leaky ReLU activation functions were used for all nodes. This network was trained by minimizing predicted
pose error in SE(2) in units of degrees and centimeters squared. To improve generalization, a dropout
rate of 10% was used for convolution and 20% for fully connected layers. The essential intuition for this
particular architecture is that the head and step vectors pass through the same layers as they are both related
to the expected position. The local map serves as a constraint, with convolutional and fully connected layers
working to model the constraint. These are then combined with the wrench which relates to acceleration
and system twist for velocity through a set of fully connected layers which models there interdependence for
predicting the expected pose on the time horizon.
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Figure 6.7: NN training error for position error squared, each legend is for horizon time in seconds on hold
out set (training data never touched and used to truly evaluate model performance). For times much greater
than 2 seconds the Markov process assertion begins to break down as expected in cluttered environments.

Figure 6.8: NN training error for angular error squared. Each legend is for horizon time in seconds on hold
out set.
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Figure 6.9: NN training error combined for both position and angular error squared, each legend is for horizon
time in seconds on hold out set.

Figure 6.10: Top down view of human intent prediction for a look-ahead time horizon th = 1.5s. The purple
arrows are predicted SE(2) poses, the red arrows are the actual pose of the carried load. This was obtained
in Rviz in top-down-view, hence while it may appear that the trajectory goes over obstacles this is an artifact
of this view.
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Figure 6.11: Top down view of human intent prediction for a look-ahead time horizon th = 1.5s. Additional
images of the intention predictions performance with same representation as Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison between neural net prediction and velocity integration for expected pose for a given
time horizon. Shown are the mean and variance errors for position ‖exy‖ and orientation eθ for all maps
shown in Figure 6.5. Neural net outperforms velocity clearly for ‖exy‖ for all time horizons, with increasing
disparity for longer time horizons. For small time horizons, the performance of the neural net and velocity
integration is comparable but for longer horizons the neural net outperforms the velocity integration with
smaller average error and tighter variance.
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Observe Human Collaborator
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Chapter 6
Estimate Human Intended Pose

Chapter 4
Plan feasible trajectory

to estimated pose

Chapter 5
Given the grasp map,

apply forces that
follow trajectory and

minimize internal stresses

Compliantly Transport

Figure 6.13: Human-Robot Cooperative Transport System Algorithm: The human and environment are first
observed, then using methods presented in Chapter 6 the human leaders intended pose is estimated. Then
using methods presented in Chapter 4, a collision free trajectory is planned to the estimated goal pose. Then
the robot actuates along the calculated trajectory using methods presented in Chapter 5. During implemen-
tation the robot follower would be compliant while continually observing the human and environment and
constantly updating the estimated intended pose.
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Part III

Precision Pouring
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Chapter 7

Precision Pouring from Known

Containers

7.1 Introduction

The chapters in this section consider a robot wet-lab collaborator that assists in rapid experiment

preparation for research and development scientists. In this scenario, it is inefficient for scientists to

use large batch solution making machines, however considerable time is spent making solutions for

experiments. The necessity is for an autonomous robot that is capable of making such small batch

solutions while requiring very little environment augmentation as it works alongside the research

scientist collaborator. To be effective, the robot must be able to manipulate containers already in

use by the wet-lab, as well as pour precisely compared to a human counterpart. During deployment,

a robot assistant would approach a workbench to assist the human collaborator. The human collab-

orator would then indicate the experiment preparation procedure to the robot. The preparation task

would require pouring known fluids from an initial open container (pouring container) into a final

open container (receiving container). In this work, it is assumed that the fluid is an incompressible,

isotropic Newtonian fluid. Even with known fluids, the inherent challenge is to pour both quickly

and precisely within a single attempt.

In this section, it is always assumed that the receiving container is transparent and the received
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.1: The Rethink Robotics Sawyer manipulator precisely pours colored water into a beaker using
visual feedback from a mvBluefox MLC202bc camera.

volume can be measured either visually or using weight. However, two alternative scenarios are

considered concerning the pouring container. In Chapter 7 it is assumed that the geometry of the

pouring container is known, and an analytical solution is derived to pour quickly and precisely. In

Chapter 8 it is asserted that an analytical representation of the pouring container does not exist and

the container may be opaque. In this case, the geometry of the pouring container is scanned and

used to predict the expected flowrate in order to pour both quickly and precisely in a single attempt.

In this chapter, a simplistic pouring geometry is considered for analytical representation. And a

hybrid control strategy is proposed to pour the precise amount of fluid [28].

7.2 General Pouring Problem

Using the Rethink Robotics Sawyer manipulator shown in Figure 7.1a precision pouring is per-

formed using a container of known geometry, colored fluid for easy fluid height detection from a

MLC202bc camera and a scale for ground truth as shown in Figure 7.1b. For a pouring container α

and receiving container β, the flowrate between the two containers assuming no spillage is

qfr = V̇β(t+ td) = −V̇α(t) = −(V̇L,α(t) + V̇s,α(t)). (7.1)
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Figure 7.2: The Pouring Problem: For a fluid poured from container α to container β with specified geometric
parameters, the goal is to pour a precise amount of fluid using visual or weight feedback based on an analytical
model and closed form control.

where td is the time delay which for the proposed system is due to the fall-time of the liquid, and

V̇β is the volume of the receiving container defined as

Vβ =

∫ hβ

0
Aβ(zβ)dzβ. (7.2)

where hβ is the height of the fluid in the container and Aβ(hβ) is the cross sectional area as a

function of height. For the pouring container α, if the container geometry is known, then the volume

can be divided into the volume above the pouring lip L

VL,α ' hL,αAs,α(θ). (7.3)

where hL,α is the height of the fluid above the lip, and As,α is the horizontal cross-sectional area of

the interior of the pouring container that contains the pouring edge as shown in Figure 7.2. And the

volume of fluid below the pouring lip is

Vs,α =

∫
As,α(zα)dzα. (7.4)
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assuming that the fall time is negligible, then (7.1) can be expanded to

qfr = −ḣL,αAs,α − hL,α
∂As,α
∂θ

θ̇ − ∂Vs,α
∂θ

θ̇

= Aβ(hβ)ḣβ. (7.5)

as shown in Figure 7.2. The flowrate over the pouring lip can be found using Bernoulli’s principle.

The height of the fluid above the pouring lip hL,α is used to define the area of the pouring mouth

as AL = hL,αLL,α(hL,α), where LL,α(hL,α) is the line of the opening of the mouth at varying

heights). For an incompressible, isotropic Newtonian fluid, the height hL,α is related to the flowrate

by Bernoulli’s principle v2

2 +gz+ Pbern
ρ = const. where Pbern, z, v, ρ are the fluid pressure, height,

velocity and density respectively at a particular point in the steady, streamline flow. Considering

Bernoulli’s principle acting on volume VL,α, the fluid at the top surface has no velocity, whereas the

fluid at the bottom (height hL,α below the surface) has a velocity v(hL,α) =
√

2ghL,α. As flow rate

is defined as qfr[m
3

s ] or [m2 · ms ], then by integrating over the pouring area, the flowrate is

qfr = AL(hL,α)v(hL,α) =

∫ hL,α

0
LL,α(h)

√
2ghdh. (7.6)

Differentiating (7.6) with respect to time, then ḣL,α can be expressed in terms of the flowrate and it’s

derivative qfr, q̇fr, which when substituted provides the dynamical equation of the system. The task

becomes obtaining the pouring container geometry specific functions for the lip length LL,α(hL,α),

flow rate qfr(hL,α), dividing area As,α(θ), and volume below the lip Vs,α(θ).

7.3 Container Geometry Influence on Pouring Dynamics

The main parameters that are considered for the pouring dynamics in (7.5) and (7.6) are the lip

length LL,α(hL,α), flow rate qfr(hL,α), dividing area As,α(θ), and volume below the lip Vs,α(θ).

For the lip length, consider three cases: a rectangular lip with constant length, a v-shaped lip which

has an opening angle ϕ, and a circular lip shape, where the entire opening has a radius rL,α. These
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Figure 7.3: Pouring geometry used to derive the analytical model.

lip shape equations become

LL,α,rect(h) = LL,α (7.7)

LL,α,vshape(h) = 2h cos(
ϕ

2
) (7.8)

LL,α,circ(h) = 2
√
h(2rL,α − h). (7.9)

The flowrate qfr for circular and rectangular lip geometries are

qfr,rect =
2

3
LL,α

√
2gh

3
2
L,α (7.10)

qfr,circ = −4
√

2g

15

(
128r5

L,α − 120r3
L,αh

2
L,α

+20r2
L,αh

3
L,α + 30rL,αh

4
L,α − 9h5

L,α

)
. (7.11)

which when differentiated with respect to time become

q̇fr,rect = LL,α
√

2gh
1
2
L,αḣL,α (7.12)

q̇fr,circ =
−4
√

2g

15

((
−240r3

L,αhL,α + 60r2
L,αh

2
L,α

+120rL,αh
3
L,α − 45h4

L,α

))
ḣL,α. (7.13)
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For the dividing areaAs,α, consider two container geometries: circular and square. In both instances

the cross sectional area is constant in body frame zα. In both cases the dividing area As,α is defined

to consist of a major and minor axis a, b, where rotation occurs about the minor axis b. For a circular

container, the area of an ellipse is πab, hence the respective areas are

As,α,circ = πa′b = (πab)sec(θ) (7.14)

As,α,rect = a′b = (ab)sec(θ), (7.15)

where a′ is the elongated axis as a function of the angle θ. Differentiation with respect to time

produces

Ȧs,α,circ = πab tan(θ) sec(θ)θ̇ (7.16)

Ȧs,α,rect = ab tan(θ) sec(θ)θ̇. (7.17)

Note that while other geometries can be found, the volume of fluid below the dividing surface Vs,α

for rectangular geometry is straight forward. Using the geometry notation shown in Figure 7.3, with

container width Wα, length lα, total height Hα

Vs,α,rect =

∫ lα

0

∫ H(y)

0

∫ Wα

0
dxdzdy

=

∫ l1

0
WαH(y)dy =

∫ l1

0
Wα(Hα − y tan(θ))dy

= WαHαlα −
l2α
2
Wα tan(θ). (7.18)

The derivative with respect to time produces

V̇s,α,rect = − l
2
αWα

2
sec2(θ)θ̇. (7.19)

By substituting hL,α from (7.10) into (7.12), then (7.12) can be expressed as

ḣL,α =

(
2

3

) 1
3

L
− 2

3
L,α(2g)−

1
3 q
− 1

3
fr q̇fr. (7.20)
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The container with known geometry used in controls in this experiment is the rectangular geometry

with dimensions shown in Figure 7.3. With the rectangular parameterization, the dynamical equa-

tion is found by using equations (7.7), (7.10), (7.12), (7.20), (7.15), (7.17), (7.19) and assuming

constant Aβ to expand (7.5) and solve for q̇fr, then substituting the relation

q̇fr = Aβḧβ. (7.21)

and solving for ḧβ yields

ḧβ = E1(θ)A
1
3
β ḣβ

4
3 +

(
E2(θ)ḣβ + E3(θ)A

− 2
3

β ḣβ
1
3

)
θ̇. (7.22)

E1(θ) = −3
1
3L

2
3
L,αg

1
3Wαlαsec(θ)

E2(θ) = −3

2
tan(θ)

E3(θ) =

(
3

8

) 1
3

lαsec(θ)L
2
3
L,αg

1
3

as derived in [28].

7.4 Hybrid Control for Precision Pours

The state of the system can be defined as
[
x1 x2 x3

]T
=

[
hβ ḣβ θ

]T
and input u = θ̇. The

dynamics of the system is then represented as




ẋ1

ẋ2

ẋ3




︸ ︷︷ ︸
ẋ

=




x2

E1(x3)A
1
3
βx

4
3
2

0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
f(x)

+




0

E2(x3)x2 + E3(x3)A
− 2

3
β x

1
3
2

1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(x)

u, (7.23)
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The height is the control objective and is represented in the output equation

z(t) =




1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0



x(t) (7.24)

Given a goal final volume of fluid corresponding to a goal height, a minimum jerk trajectory for the

fluid described by a 5’th order polynomial can be uniquely defined with known boundary conditions

for fluid start and final height, velocity and acceleration. This 5th order polynomial trajectory is

described by the function z1,des(t). Defining the error as

ex(t) = z1,des(t)− z1(t) (7.25)

The control problem becomes

min
u
S =

∫ t

0
ex(s)Qex(s)ds

subj to. ẋ(t) = f(x(t)) + g(x(t))u (7.26)

where Q is a positive semi-definite matrix. The system is feedback linearizable if

[
g(x) adfg(x) ad2

fg(x)

]
(7.27)

is full rank and the span is involutive. Here adf is the adjoint of f and is therefore it’s lie bracket

with g. This is the case when x2 6= 0 (which means the height must be changing), and the second

term in g(x) is only invertible when x3 6= −π
2 or x3 6= π

2 . The hybrid control scheme

u =





g(x)†(s− f(x)) x2 6= 0 and x3 ∈ (−π
2 ,

π
2 )

sgn(x3)δθ̇ x2 = 0 and x3 ∈ (−π
2 ,

π
2 )

0 x3 6∈ (−π
2 ,

π
2 ),

(7.28)
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where

s(t) = ẍ1,des(t) +Kp(x1,des(t)− x1(t)) +Kd(x2,des(t)− x2(t)). (7.29)

Through feedback linearization, the error dynamics become

ėx =




0 1

−Kp −Kd


 ex (7.30)

which is asymptotically stable when the following conditions hold: Kp,Kd > 0, K2
d > 4Kp. The

error being asymptotically stable about the origin satisfies the optimal control objective in (7.26).

7.5 Results

The measured height of the fluid is found using vision to track the fluid. A mvBluefox MLC202bc

camera is used and ground truth is established with a DYMO Digital Postal Scale M25. A fiducial

is used to locate the beaker in the frame, then an OpenCV online background subtractor which

is an implementation of a Gaussian mixture-based background/foreground segmentation algorithm

[87] is used. Given the foreground, a Sobel operator is used to find the gradient in the image then

K-means clustering is performed on the gradient y-pixels under the fiducial to distinguish between

fluid entering the beaker and the rising height of the fluid in the beaker as shown in Figure 7.4a.

In Figure 7.5, volume objectives of 80ml, 100ml, 120ml are poured with 8s, 10s, and 12s trajec-

tories. Note that with longer trajectories and larger volumes the accuracy increases. In Figure 7.6a

50 trials of 100ml pours with 10s trajectories is presented. Contributions to the variance include

the fact that the pouring container did not always contain the same initial amount of fluid, hence

the hybrid controller provides a constant positive velocity until pouring begins, then the trajectory

is initialized at the onset of pouring.

Figure 7.6b shows the error between the visual volume estimation and the reported scale. Across

all 50 trials there is a consistent peak in the difference at the beginning of the pours. This is attributed

to the fact that because the camera is kept at a constant height, when the fluid level is observed from

above, the surface of the fluid can offset the reported height, but as the level of the fluid approaches

the height of the camera, the reported value increases in accuracy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.4: Using background subtraction, Sobel gradient detection and K-means clustering (Figure 7.4a),
the top of the fluid is tracked for feedback control. In Figure 7.4b the goal was to pour 100ml which was
achieved.
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(a) 8 second trajectory
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(b) 10 second trajectory
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(c) 12 second trajectory

Figure 7.5: Representative experimental trials of pouring. The trials are for pouring 80, 100, and 120ml, over
three different time intervals.
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(b) 10 second trajectory

Figure 7.6: Figure 7.6a 50 Trials pouring 100ml for 10s trajectories. Black line is average, shaded region is
1st standard deviation. Figure 7.6b average and standard deviation between scale and vision report of height.
Consistent dip is due to detection of the top of the fluid at the beginning of the pour from camera perspective
registering as higher heights.

7.6 Conclusion

This chapter presents a method of pouring a known incompressible, isotropic Newtonian fluid

quickly and precisely from open containers when the geometry of the pouring and receiving con-

tainers have known analytical representations. A hybrid controller is presented that is robust to the

initial amount of fluid in the pouring container. The controller is also robust to halts in fluid flow

which occur due to errors in visual volume estimation caused by sloshing or by the formation of

bubbles. In these instances the controller relies on its hybrid nature to re-initiate flow to pour the

precise amount of fluid.

When the geometries of all containers are known it is shown that it is possible to derive an ana-

lytical model for the flowrate and solve for the controller input that will track the desired trajectory.

However, this becomes a challenge when the geometry of the pouring container is unknown and a

analytical representation is not provided or easily obtained. Chapter 8 addresses this by first assum-

ing that the pouring container can be scanned. Then by combining online system identification and

prior models, an approximate flow rate model is obtained and used for control.
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Chapter 8

Precision Pouring from Unknown

Containers

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter the autonomous precision pouring problem is solved with the relaxed condition

that the geometry of the pouring container is unknown. However, in order for this application

to be useful, it is necessary that the accuracy of the system not be compromised during system

identification. The additional constraint is added that the pours should be relatively quick given an

accurately identified model and a known incompressible, isotropic Newtonian fluid.

The precision pouring problem can be decomposed into the observation of the poured fluid,

modeling of the flow dynamics and controlling the pouring container to reach a target volume.

Previous work has investigated methods of detecting water in flight [80], [61] as well as fluid in a

cup when viewed from above classified into 11 fill percentages [45]. The proposed method measures

the volume of fluid in the receiver by combining both mass from scale and vision by detecting water

pixels in a transparent receiver.

Once the fluid is detected, the flow dynamics between the containers must be modeled. In [72]

and [49] system identification on model parameters is performed to improve the performance of

derived models. Motion primitives for the pouring task were learned in [34], [69] and [58]. In
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.1: The objective is to pour precisely from an unknown container. The pouring rate (which depends
on the profile of maximum volume of fluid containable at a given tilt angle) is modeled by estimating the
container geometry (Figure 8.1a) and then using model priors and online system identification to identify the
profile and pour precisely in a single attempt (Figure 8.1b).

[11] and [38] transformations of points clouds from example containers were morphed to observed

containers and a corresponding transformation was applied to the task space trajectory for pouring.

In [40] simulated pours are used to learn to mitigate spillage. The proposed approach combines

online system identification with model priors leveraging the pouring container geometry, as well

as focuses on precise fluid transference assuming no spillage as opposed to just emptying contents.

Once the pouring model has been identified, the system must be controlled to pour the spec-

ified volume. In [72], [62], [28] the angular rate of the pouring container is controlled based on

the known pouring model. The proposed approach utilizes a hybrid control strategy that incorpo-

rates the process model and estimated time delay in the plant. For this application, the proposed

approach improves on [62] with an average pour error and time of 38ml and 20 seconds with an ac-

curacy within 10ml and average of 3ml with pour times varying from 20-45 seconds. The proposed

approach improves on [72] and [28] in that the robot pours precisely in a single attempt and is not

confined to a particular geometry given the pouring container is symmetric.

This work advances the state of the art in autonomous pouring with an effective wet-lab solution

preparation system capable of a) Leveraging simulated containers and pours to obtain pouring dy-

namics and expected plant time delay for a new target container. b) Pouring target volumes quickly

and precisely leveraging system identification and model priors. c) Combining vision and mass fluid

detection methods to obtain the received volume.
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Figure 8.2: The goal is to pour a specified amount of a known fluid from container α to container β quickly
and precisely. The receiver volume Vβ is sensed (through weight and height hβ) and the geometry of the
pourer Γ is estimated. Where Γ describes the radius as a function of height. Vα,t and Vα,θ are the transient
and steady state volumes in α for a given tilt angle θ.

8.2 Methodology

8.2.1 Problem Formulation

Given a pouring container α, and receiving container β, the goal of this work is to quickly and

precisely pour a designated amount of fluid. The general pouring problem is presented in Figure 8.2

where both containers are open, and during pouring only the volume in the receiver Vβ is detected.

For symmetric containers, Γ specifies the radius of the container as a function of height which is

observed before pouring as shown in Figure 8.2. In container α, the volume of fluid above and

below the pouring edge are denoted as Vα,t and Vα,θ respectively and are the transient and steady

state volumes when α is held at tilt angle θ. Let the function Vα,θ(θ) be denoted as the volume angle

profile. The height of fluid in the receiver is denoted as hβ .

The generalized pouring problem is to consider the volumetric flow rate between containers α
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and β and the dynamics of the system are

V̇β(t+ tfall) = −V̇α(t)

V̇β(t+ tfall) = −
(
dVα,θ
dθ

∣∣∣∣
θ(t)

+
dVα,t
dθ

∣∣∣∣
θ(t)

)
dθ

dt

V̇β(t+ td) = − dVα,θ
dθ

∣∣∣∣
θ(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

V
(1)
α,θ

dθ

dt
, (8.1)

where tfall is the fall time of the fluid from α to β, td is the time delay for both the fall time and

dissipation of Vα,t, θ and dθ
dt are the angular position and velocity of the pouring container. V (1)

α,θ

denotes the derivative of Vα,θ with respect to θ. Since the receiving container is only observed, the

volume angle profile must be expressed in terms of container β. At steady state the following holds

V
(1)
α,θ = −V (1)

β,θ , (8.2)

and for bounded velocity pours this equivalence is asserted in (8.1). Defining the volumetric error

as

eV (t) = Vβ,des(t)− Vβ(t), (8.3)

the goal is to determine the control input u(t) = dθ
dt that achieves the desired volume

min
u(t)

∫ t

0
eV (s)2ds. (8.4)

The desired trajectory Vβ,des(t) is specified using a trapezoidal trajectory generation algorithm to

minimize pouring time, subject to velocity and acceleration constraints and is discussed further

in Section 8.2.4. The generalized time delay is an unknown function of the pouring container

geometry, the tilt angle and control input

td(t) = ft (Γ, θ(t), u(t− tu)) . (8.5)
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Define tu to be the period of the controller, as the current time delay is approximated with the last

commanded velocity. The time delay approximates the dissipation of Vα,t (which is a function of

Γ, θ and u) and tfall. Making the following assumptions a) That the pours are slow enough

that substitution of (8.2) into (8.1) is valid. b) There is no spillage during pouring and sloshing

is insignificant for a sigmoid desired trajectory and the specified maximum angular rotation rate.

c) The viscosity of the fluid is known, and at steady state the fluid conforms to the geometry of

the container. d) The geometry of the receiving container is known. e) There is enough fluid in

the pouring container required to reach the specified target volume in the receiver. f ) The fall time

can be approximated by a small constant. g) That similarity in container geometry Γ correlates

to similarity in volume profile Vα,θ. h) The pouring container has a symmetric edge profile for

simplistic implementation in container scanning. But the method extends to any container geometry.

Controller

u(t) = fu

(
eV , V

(1)
β,θ , td

) Plant

Model
Vβ,θ(t) = fV (Γ, θ)

td(t) = ft (Γ, θ, u(t− tu))

Vβ,des(t) [Vβ(t), θ(t)]

Estimator

Vβ(t)

Figure 8.3: Pouring Control Diagram. The desired volume is specified by trajectory generator, the controller
fu processes this and the model approximations (fV and ft which must be determined) in order to control
the angular rate of the pouring container.

The system control diagram is shown in Figure 8.3. The models for Vβ,θ and td are informed by

scanning the pouring container geometry Γ(zα) as in Figure 8.2.

8.2.2 Model Learning

Define the error (or distance) between two symmetric container geometries Γ1,Γ2 as

eΓ =

∫ 1

0
(Γ1(HΓ,1s)− Γ2(HΓ,2s))

2 ds (8.6)
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whereHΓ,1 andHΓ,2 are the respective heights of the containers and with the radial function Γ(zα),

the function Γ(HΓs) defines the radius for s ∈ [0, 1] for zα ∈ [0, H]. The assumption states that

lim
eΓ→0

Vβ,θ,1 = Vβ,θ,2, (8.7)

and is extended to the time delay in (8.5) for a given θ, u. The training set of pouring container

geometries are artificially generated and used to simulate pouring with known fluid properties as

shown in Figure 8.5. The geometry of the pouring container is scanned before pouring, and the top

ten nearest neighbors are then selected based on minimal distance eΓ. This is then used to generate

a mixture probability pstat,j by

pstat,j =
e−1

Γ,j∑
i e
−1
Γ,i

. (8.8)

If the new container profile can be interpolated from the training set, then this mixture model will

effectively describe the new container profile with adequate resolution in the space of example

containers. However in practice this is a strong assertion which is relaxed through adjusting the

kernel variance in addition to the mixture probability in semi-parametric model approximation.

Combined Parametric and Non-Parametric Approximations

The maximum volume profile Vβ,θ is modeled using three methods: parametric, non-parametric and

semi-parametric. The parametric method approximates Vβ,θ using a polynomial of 9th degree

Vβ,θ(θ) = fV (θ) =
N∑

i=0

ciθ
i (8.9)

whose coefficients c minimize the following functional
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Sθ =

C∑

j=1

(
Vβ,θ,j −

N∑

i=0

ciθ
i
j

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Residual

+ k1

N∑

i=1

c2
i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Regulator

+ k2 exp

(
−

M∑

m=1

N∑

i=1

iciθ
i−1
m

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Soft Constraint

. (8.10)

The residual term fits the polynomial to C volume observations in the receiver by minimizing

the squared error, the regulator term ensures the N coefficients do not diverge with positive gain k1,

and the soft constraint ensures the polynomial derivative is positive at M control points (locations

enforcing constraint) evenly spaced over the entire pouring angle domain which respects the physics

that volume in the receiver β is strictly increasing with positive gain k2.

The non-parametric method uses a Gaussian process (GP) with the radial basis kernel function

with white noise:

κ(θi, θj) = σ2
κ exp

(
−(θi − θj)2

l2κ

)
+ η. (8.11)

The variance is related to the edge profile error through σκ,j = k3e
−1
Γ,j with positive gain k3, and

lκ is a distance scale factor. The white noise η in the kernel is associated with the volume milliliter

measurement error. The covariance matrices are defined as

K∗i,j = κ(θtest,i, θtrain,j) (8.12)

Ki,j = κ(θtrain,i, θtrain,j) (8.13)

and the information matrix as

LGP = (K + δ2I)−1. (8.14)

With these terms, define the non-parametric estimate

Vβ,θ(θ) = fV (Γ, θ) =
∑

j

pstat,jK
∗
jLGP,jVβ,θ,train,j . (8.15)
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The limitation of the parametric method is that it does not leverage prior knowledge of similar

containers when available. Likewise, the limitation of the non-parametric method is that it cannot

adapt when the new container is drastically different from the training set. By combining these

methods, their positive attributes can be leveraged for better performance across a larger range of

containers. This is done by making the parametric profile estimation the mean of the GP:

Vβ,θ(θ) =
N∑

i=0

ciθ
i +

10∑

j=1

pstat,jK
∗
jLGP,j

(
Vβ,θ,train,j −

N∑

i=0

ciθ
i
train,j

)
. (8.16)

The additional component is the last term which uses the current parametric model to evaluate the

training pours. The error of the parametric function and true training volume is used to adjust the

expected value for Vβ,θ. If the parametric function is a very good approximation, the error between

Vβ,θ,train and the function evaluation becomes zero and the parametric mean dominates. If the

parametric mean is a poor fit, but the container is interpolated well between example containers,

then the GP terms accommodates this error with sufficient sampling of θtrain.

8.2.3 Real-Time Volume Estimation

A combination of visual feedback and weight measurement is used to track the volume of the fluid in

the receiving container. For visual volume detection, the receiver is first located the container in the

scene via a fiducial. Once the container is localized, a neural network is used to find the probability

that each pixel is water. As in [28], clustering is used to distinguish between fluid entering the

receiver and contained rising fluid. With the known cross section this provides an estimate of the

volume of water in the receiving container to be considered with the measured mass. A load cell

is used to obtain the weight of fluid in the receiver and the volume estimate from both vision and

weight are combined using a Kalman filter whose details are in Section 8.3.1.

8.2.4 Trajectory Planning and Control

Trajectory Generation

Trajectories for volume in the receiving container Vβ,des(t) are determined using the user specified

target volume, and specified upper and lower maximum velocities dependent on the current residual
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of the Vβ,θ approximation. The area under the trapezoid is the target volume. Respecting maximum

allowable accelerations, time optimal trajectories are computed in a similar implementation to [55].

A key difference is the calculation of the maximum velocity is a sigmoid function of the mean

residual:

r̄res =
1

C

C∑

j

|Vβ,θ,pred,j − Vβ,θ,meas,j | , (8.17)

where this is evaluated for every new accumulated measurement set C, and new model Vβ,θ which

adjusts Vβ,θ,pred,j . Given this residual, the maximum velocity is calculated using the following

function

V̇β,max(r̄res) = V̇β,ml +
V̇β,mu

1 +
V̇β,ml

(V̇β,mu−V̇β,ml)

(
exp

(
k4

r̄res
rres,max

)) , (8.18)

where V̇β,ml, V̇β,mu are the lower and upper bounds on allowable maximum velocities and r̄res ∈

[0,∞) is the residual for fitting Vβ,θ. The term rres,max is a threshold residual ensuring for large

residual that V̇β,max ' V̇β,ml.

Proposed Controller

Given the trajectory generator specifies Vβ,des(t), the controller then uses the volume error eV along

with model estimates of the volume profile and time delay Vβ,θ, td, to calculate the control output

which is the angular velocity of the container.

The hybrid controller is dependent on the following conditions (a): θ ∈ [0, π], (b): V (1)
β,θ (θ) > 0,

(c): V̇β > 0, and (d) eV > 0

u(t) =





(
V

(1)
β,θ (θ(t))

)−1
(KpeV (t+ td)) if: (a) ∧ (b) ∧ (c)

δω if: (a) ∧ (d) ∧ ¬ ((b) ∧ (c))

0 if: ¬(a).

(8.19)

The third state stops motion if the angle is outside the acceptable regions of operation. The second

state (re)initiates the pour. Hence when the container is in the operation domain from condition (a)

the first state is obtained.
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Controller Stability

A stability analysis is presented for the first hybrid state, as the second state always results in the

first state unless there is not enough fluid in the container to pour the target volume which violates

a base assumption. Given the current time t, the future error at t+ td for time delay td is

eV (t+ td) = Vβ,des(t+ td)− Vβ(t+ td)

= Vβ,des(t+ td)−
∫ t

0
V

(1)
β,θ (θ(s))u(s)ds. (8.20)

Consider the Lyapunov function V = 1
2e

2
V , the system is asymptotically stable if V̇ < 0:

V̇ = eV ˙eV

= eV

(
V̇β,des(t+ td)− V (1)

β,θ (θ(t))u(t)
)
. (8.21)

Let

u(t) =
(
V

(1)
β,θ (θ(t))

)−1
KpeV (t+ td) (8.22)

then if

V̇β,des(t+ td) = 0, (8.23)

then (8.21) reduces to

−Kpe
2
V < 0, (8.24)

which is true if Kp > 0 and the system is asymptotically stable. If V̇β,des(t + td) > 0 then (8.21)

stability condition becomes

eV (t+ td) > K−1
p V̇β,des(t+ td). (8.25)

Hence the system will trail until the condition of (8.25) is true, then when V̇β,des = 0 the error will

attenuate to zero. Note that a larger Kp will reduce the magnitude of eV required for asymptotic

stability in (8.25).
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Figure 8.4: Volume in the receiver is detected combining vision and weight. The volume is visually estimated
by using a fiducial to locate the receiver of known geometry then a network detects fluid pixels. The detection
is robust to fluid color and transparency.

8.3 Implementation

8.3.1 Volume Measurement

Volume Detection

The receiving container is placed on an illuminated stand. A 1280 × 1040 pixel Point Grey RGB

camera is mounted horizontally facing the container, and a checkerboard background shown in

Figure 8.1b is used to leverage distortion and occlusion for fluid detection. The network architecture

from Holistically-Nested Edge Detection is used, it is a network that extracts multi-scale features

from VGGNet and uses them for pixel-wise edge detection [79]. The trained network detects pixel

masks that show the locations of water (instead of detecting edges as in [79]) and runs at 21Hz on a

cropped 390× 412 pixel image based on the fiducial location.The visual system is able to calculate

the height of the water hβ for many different colors of water, ranging from clear to completely

opaque as shown in Figure 8.4.

The beaker is placed 42 ± 5cm from the camera, the camera is 6cm above the platform, and

the receiver diameter is known (in this experiment 3.64cm) as shown in (Figure 8.1b). This makes

the top of the fluid visible if the volume of fluid is below 250ml, with a maximal error of 1.04cm

translating to 43ml at the onset of pouring. To mitigate this effect, similar triangles are used to
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Figure 8.5: Artificial containers are generated to provide a simulation of pouring liquid of known properties
in NVIDIA FleX [41].

determine the true height of the container as the fiducial provides both the beakers distance from

the camera, and pixel-metric scale factor in the fiducial plane. This geometric adjustment is utilized

when the height of fluid is below the center pixel of the camera (which for this beaker correlates to

below 250ml). A Uxcell 5kg load cell with an Arduino Uno micro-controller is used to detect the

weight of the fluid in the receiving container which runs at 12Hz. The receiver container sits on a

suspended platform shown in Figure 8.1b which is a cantilever with the load cell.

Sensor Fusion

Both the volume estimate from vision and scale are combined using a Kalman filter running at 30Hz

to approximate the volume in the receiving container. The associated uncertainties for the scale and

vision are 1.5ml and 15ml respectively, the process noise was set to be 0.02ml. For the vision, this

is due to an 20 pixel variance in detection of fluid height.

8.3.2 Simulated Pouring

To obtain simulated pours, the physics engine NVIDIA FleX is used to match the fluid properties

of water for different containers. NVIDIA Flex is a particle based unified graphics solver from

[41], used to simulate pouring liquids from different containers. A total of 1792 symmetric con-

tainers were randomly generated and scaled between 5 and 20cm. Each container is poured once
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in simulation (Figure 8.5) and the Vβ,θ profile is generated by filling the container to the brim with

the liquid particles and slowly rotating the container. At each time step, the quantity of liquid in-

side the container is measured by counting the number of particles that were inside the container’s

mesh. Parameters in the FleX software were empirically chosen to match behavior for real container

geometries for water at room temperature.

8.3.3 Volume Estimation and Attenuation

Establishing a reference frame at the bottom, center of the pouring container which is assumed to

be a surface of revolution (SOR). Given the 128 points along the edge of the container, the edge-

profile is defined by the set of vectors consisting of each point height and radius. This edge-profile

is then compared with the edge profiles of simulated containers, and the closest top 10 containers

are selected. For trajectory generation, the parameter was set as k4 = 8 in (8.18).

8.3.4 Volume Profile and Time Delay Estimation

Container Edge Extraction

The geometry of the pouring container is obtained to compare to simulated container geometries to

approximate the volume profile. For symmetric containers it is sufficient to scan half of the con-

tainer to extrapolate the entire geometry. The PMD Technologies Pico Flexx time-of-flight depth

sensor is used to extract the point cloud of the container. RANSAC is used extract the table points

and approximate the container with a set of cylinders every 1.5cm. The edge profile is then extracted

using a Gaussian process. This is shown in Figure 8.6, where Figure 8.6a shows the container, Fig-

ure 8.6b shows the extracted points and the fitted surface, and Figure 8.6c shows the fitted cylinders

radii and height and the resulting 128 points from the GP fitting. During data collection, the surface

of the containers were augmented with form fitting paper for better performance of the time of flight

sensor.

Time Delay

The time delay is modeled in simulation by rotating fully filled containers at randomly chosen,

constant angular velocities until they reached randomly chosen stop angles. The time delay was

defined as time to reach 20% of the initial Vα,t from the stopping point. A total of 3,888 trials were
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simulated for the time delay. A neural network consisting of three convolutional layers for the edge

profile and then five fully connected layers combining the convolutional output and the containers

height, tilt angle and angular velocity is used to predict the time delay by approximating ft in (8.5).

8.3.5 Pouring System

The full state machine shown in Figure 8.7, was implemented on the KUKA LBR iiwa manipulator

for the KUKA innovation award and can be found on YouTube: “Finalist Spotlight - Precise Robotic

Dispenser System - KUKA Innovation Award 2018", and “Kuka Innovation Award finalist: Precise

Robotic Dispenser System". In these experiments, for brevity, the container edge-profile extraction

and precision pouring were the focus. A video demonstrating this method can be found on at

“Autonomous Precision Pouring from Unknown Containers”

8.4 Results and Discussion

8.4.1 Volume Profile Estimation Method Comparison

Three representative containers are shown in Figure 8.8, with the container classifications along

with their final volume error performance for each maximum volume profile estimation method.

The statistical data is represented using violin plots showing the data distribution along with box

plots consisting of data minimum and maximum as thin black line, first and third quartile as solid

black line, and the median as white dot. Figure 8.8a shows container 1 which is a small flask, in

Figure 8.8b container 2 is a small cylinder, in Figure 8.8c container 3 is a tall flask. For container 1,

Figure 8.8a shows the training container along with their mixture probabilities. The second row of

Figure 8.8 shows the final volume error for each method while pouring 100ml of fluid. For container

1 and container 2 in Figures 8.8d and 8.8e each method statistic was generated using 30 trials for

each method, statistics for container 3 where generated from 30 trials of param, and 10 trials for

semi and non-param. For 200ml pours each method for all three containers were generated from 10

trials each. In Figure 8.8 the general trend is that for 100ml pours the parameterized method usually

performed better than semi and non-parameterized methods, with these two methods being compa-

rable in performance. However, for the larger volume 200ml pour the semi and non-parameterized

methods were more consistent compared to the 100ml pour and performed better than the parame-
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terized pour. All of the containers consistently started with 250ml of fluid before each pour. Another

notable aspect is that better performing methods usually had a larger pour time than the lower per-

forming counter parts for the same container and target volume. A negative example is shown in

Figure 8.9 where the priors are used from container 1 in Figure 8.8a. Here Figure 8.9b shows each

method performance with 30 trials each, and Figure 8.9c shows each method with 10 trials each.

Note that while the trend for 100ml is similar to that in Figure 8.8, the spread of the semi and non-

parametric methods is much greater. This is an important example as it demonstrates the capacity of

the proposed system when a container is far from the training set of containers. In both Figures 8.9b

and 8.9c, the contribution of the parametric method influences the semi-parametric performance

making it comparable to the parametric performance. The parametric method performance varies

with the container as it is performing online system identification, this is evident in how parametric

performed worse for larger volumes for containers 1 and 2 however improved for container 3. If

valid model priors are known then the performance across container volumes can be more consistent

as seen in the non-parametric methods with accurate priors. The semi-parametric method usually

interpolates these performances with sufficient overlap with the highest performing method.

8.4.2 Semi-Parametric Estimation for Diverse Containers

It is shown that the semi-parametric combines the qualities of the other methods by leveraging

online system identification and model priors. Due to the strong priors in Figure 8.8a the semi-

parametric method prediction of Vβ,θ was very close in prediction to the non-parametric method for

container 1. These profiles vary more for the parametric method and semi-parametric method when

the container is sufficiently far from the training set. The semi-parametric method was used on a

total of 13 containers pouring target volumes of 100ml with 10 trials each. The final volumetric

error for each container is shown versus each containers height in Figure 8.10. The mean and

variance is shown for each container and a Gaussian process is fit with a radial basis function kernel

to demonstrate the increase in error vs height with associated variance. This trend is attributed to

the fact that the lower maximum velocity used in the trapezoidal trajectory generator was constant

for all containers. This means that the slowest angular rate was constant for the containers which

reduces the control authority for larger containers. This can be remedied by making the lower
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maximum velocity a function of container height.

In Figure 8.11 the relationship between final error and final pour time is shown for the same

pours shown in Figure 8.10. Over the majority of pours, the performance is largely under 5ml error

and between 20 to 45 seconds for 100ml pours. The main two outliers to are those with largest

height as shown in Figure 8.10. Therefore with the remedy of making the lower maximum velocity

a function of container height, larger containers would also be expected to perform within 5ml

error. However this remedy while decreasing final error would also increase the pour time, therefore

requiring task based optimization to determine appropriate parameters for best performance. In

practice, the volume profile for containers observed before can be stored and utilized as an additional

prior therefore increasing the performance with continued operation.

8.5 Conclusions

A system capable of pouring fluids from new containers accurately and quickly in a single attempt

is presented. This is done by comparing the profile of the new container to simulated containers

pouring an incompressible, isotropic Newtonian fluid with known properties. By defining the maxi-

mum volume profile as the maximum fluid containable at a given angle, it is asserted that containers

with similar geometries have similar maximum volume profiles. This closeness in geometry is used

to combine priors in a mixture model to estimate the maximum volume profile required for control.

The fluid is detected in the receiving container using both weight and visual detection of the fluid.

A hybrid controller is proposed that accounts for time delay in the plant and attenuates volumetric

error given a specified volume trajectory from an optimal time, trapezoidal trajectory generator that

accounts for the residual in the volume profile estimation. It is shown that by combining online sys-

tem identification and model priors through a Gaussian process, the performance is maximized with

the specified system without tuning parameters for a given container. It is shown that for constant

minimum, maximum desired volume velocity the performance of under 5ml error and between 20

to 45 second pours for the majority of containers can be achieved. For larger containers the accuracy

can be increased while sacrificing pour time. This system is demonstrated on the Rethink Robotics

Sawyer manipulator as well as an implementation on the KUKA LBR iiwa manipulator. Future
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directions may include increasing the complexity of receiving glass detection as well as relaxing

the stated assumptions by mitigating spillage, and expanding this implementation to non-symmetric

containers.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8.6: Container geometry is scanned, where it is assume that it is a surface of revolution and the
geometry can be represented with the edge profile Figure 8.6c. A time of flight sensor is used to extract
the edge-profile. For simplicity, the time of flight sensor is used, an alternative method for extracting edge
profiles from surfaces of revolution is discussed in [54].
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Check station setup

Locate container

Scan container geometry

Grasp container

Transport to pour

Perform precision pouring

Rotate to recovery pose

Transport to replace

Release container

Return to nominal pose
(iterate to next container)

Figure 8.7: System pipeline for autonomous pouring
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Figure 8.8: Container profiles and pour statistics: containers 1, 2 and 3 are 8.8a, 8.8b and 8.8c respectively,
with their statistics directly below each container. Percentages are the mixture probabilities defined in (8.8).
Final volume error statistics are shown for a 100ml target volume in the second row for each method (30
pours each), and 200ml target volume in the third row (10 pours each). Each method statistics are shown
using violin plots for distribution and inset box plot with mean and quartiles. A total of 360 pours are shown.
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Figure 8.9: Container 3 negative example with weak priors along with method statistical data for pours of
100ml in 8.9b and 200ml in 8.9c.
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Figure 8.10: Semi-parametric method: final error versus container height for 13 containers. Mean and vari-
ance are shown for 10 pours of 100ml each. Trend line and variance fit shows the general increase in error
with container height attributed to constant lower bound angular velocity. A Gaussian process is used to
generate this fit with the kernel defined in (3.116) with σκ = 5.7 and lκ = 0.12.
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Figure 8.11: Semi-parametric method: final error versus pour time for 13 containers pouring 100ml with
10 trials each. Mean and covariance are shown. Larger error corresponds to larger container height in
Figure 8.10.
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Part IV

Conclusions
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Chapter 9

Contributions and Future Work

9.1 Contributions

As robotics transitions to applications in which human augmentation is required, an emerging area

of research is making robots effective collaborators and assistants. In order to become effective

assistants, robot must have the capacity to complete complex tasks in unstructured environments.

This work specifically focuses on tasks relevant to a wet-lab robotic assistant, but the underlying

theory extends to many robotic assistant applications. The challenges addressed in this work are

the modeling of complex tasks and designing control strategies based on the estimated model. The

two main tasks considered are cooperative transport and precision pouring for rapid experiment

preparation.

The first task is cooperative transport with both robotic and human teammates. The problem

is challenging when multiple robots and humans must transport an object efficiently in a cluttered

environment with limitations on communication. Here efficient transport is described by minimizing

energy through traversing the optimal path or minimizing internal stresses in the carried object. The

cooperative transport problem for a robot collaborator can be decomposed into: detecting the goal

pose for the robot, planning a collision free trajectory to the goal and executing the trajectory such

that internal stresses are minimized in the carried object. Goal selection is most interesting when

there is a human leader, but they are unable to directly convey the goal location to a robot follower.

A contribution of this work is a proposed neural net architecture that is informed by the underlying
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physics of sensed quantities to predict the human leaders intended pose. Because the architecture

is informed by the underlying physics minimal data compared to similar work is required to obtain

a well performing model. For planning a feasible trajectory to the identified goal, a contribution of

this work is a free-space decomposition algorithm that is computationally efficient as it is design

specifically for determining path optimality. Once the trajectory has been determined, the robot

must actuate with teammates along the trajectory in an energy efficient manner. This is achieved by

minimizing interaction forces (internal stresses) in the carried load that do not contribute to motion.

If the grasp map (location of grasps) of all teammates is known to the robot, then the necessary

action can be calculated given the described controller. A contribution of this work is in the case

that the grasp map is not known by every robot but robots are able to communicate a small amount of

information. By reaching consensus with other robot teammates on a small solution vector, robots

are able to minimize interaction forces and carry the object efficiently. All of these contributions

allow for a framework for a robotic assistant capable of transporting a load with a human counterpart

in a cluttered environment while predicting the humans intended goal pose on a small time horizon

and using this prediction to minimize internal stresses on the carried load and conserve energy. An

underlying strength and consistency in these approaches is that in each case an underlying physics

principle has been exploited to make the model more effective and efficient.

The second task is precision pouring. It is a challenging problem because the robot assistant

must pour a known incompressible, isotropic Newtonian fluid quickly and precisely from open con-

tainers. When the geometries of the pouring and receiving containers are known with an analytical

representation, the pouring dynamics must be developed and the appropriate controller must be de-

signed in order to pour precisely. When the geometry of the pouring container is unknown, then the

model of the pouring dynamics must be identified in addition to utilizing the appropriate controller.

For the case when both geometries have analytical representation, a contribution of this work is the

development of the physics model and the hybrid controller that allows for quick, precise pours.

For the case where the pouring container geometry is unknown, the contribution of this work is

to present a method to extrapolate a physical model from a single scan and perform online system

identification in addition to leveraging limited model priors from simulated containers to estimate
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the underlying physical model. The additional contribution is the design of a hybrid control strat-

egy that leverages this estimated model to pour quickly and precisely in a single attempt. All of

these contributions allow for a framework that allows the human collaborator to describe the pour-

ing experiment to the robot and the robot executes, pouring both quickly and precisely. The entire

framework pipeline was demonstrated at the KUKA innovation award competition at the Hannover

Messe in April 2018. Again, the concept that is the strength and is consistent for all contributions is

that in each case key underlying physical principle(s) have been exploited to make the model more

effective and efficient by combining model-based and data-driven approaches for best performance.

9.2 Future Work

There are many directions for future work for robotic assistants and specifically for a wet-lab as-

sistant. In the area of precision pouring next steps are relaxing task assumptions and requiring the

modeling of more variables that increase the capacity of a deployed system performing this task.

An example of this is considering motions that mitigate spillage during pouring regardless of the

pouring container edge configuration. Another consideration is exploring the modeling dimension

of different fluids. In this work the fluid properties were known to be that of water at room temper-

ature, but for a long-term deployed system it is useful for the robot to be effective with a range of

fluid properties. Another direction to explore is the manipulation of powders, specifically scooping

or pouring in order to add additives to experiment fluid solutions.

In the area of cooperative transport, one immediate extension is considering a model that consid-

ers the temporal effect during transport which would allow for predictions on longer time horizons.

One way to do this would be to use a recurrent neural network as a ‘history’ of previously measured

quantities would influence the current prediction. Another extension is making the human intent es-

timation model robust to various carrying configurations, example being what if the human carried

with their back to the robot, determine if the robot can still make effective predictions. In addition, a

further consideration is that of re-grasping an object with the human leader in order to reach a target

grasp map configuration required to traverse the environment or place the object in a final goal pose.

The underlying theme that connects each of the contributions in this work is leveraging compact,
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physics based models to complete complex tasks. A natural extension is consideration for how a

robot can autonomously deduce these simplistic but accurate dynamical models of the complex task

in order to correctly plan and control to achieve the task objectives in the unstructured environment.

9.3 Concluding Remarks

This dissertation presents methods of executing complex tasks in unstructured environments for

robot collaborators in the context of tasks relevant for a wet-lab assistant. Task models are presented

that lend themselves to adaptation via data driven-models with priors based on knowledge of the

modeled process. The tasks considered are cooperative transport and precision pouring. These are

the beginning of a suite of capabilities that will be required for wet-lab robotic assistants, and the

utilized approaches for modeling complex tasks and methods of control are applicable and useful

for the design and deployment of collaborative robots for a broad class of tasks.

The methods developed here can be generalized for new tasks. It is assumed that the task pro-

cess model is never fully known, but some inherent structure in the task can be exploited. For a

process model manifold that is continuous with low curvature, system identification can leverage

the inherent structure and be coupled with model priors from data utilized in a framework such as

Bayesian modeling approach (in this work a Gaussian process). Because the model prior data is

maintained, a distance function can be designed to assess the quality of prediction. This can be used

to allow the model to quickly adapt in the presence of good model priors and use system identifica-

tion more when these priors are not sufficient. This approach was exemplified in Chapter 8. When

the process model manifold is continuous but has high curvature, statistical modeling approaches

like the Gaussian process become expensive in areas of high curvature as the generating data must

be maintained. Here it is advantageous to utilize a neural network with adequate architecture. This

is because the computational graph is capable of representing the highly curvature manifold of the

process manifold with the static computational graph structure, allowing for an efficient model rep-

resentation. Often with high curvature process model manifolds it is harder to exploit knowledge

of the inherent structure. However this knowledge can usually be used as a guide when designing

the neural net architecture. As the generating training data is not maintained in deployment but
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instead encoded into the computational graph, it is essential that the neural network be trained on

the coverage of the state space expected to be visited during operation. Therefore knowledge of the

process models inherent structure can guide the engineer on state space regions to focus on when

generating training data to ensure the resultant neural network adequately describes the useful state

space. This was exemplified in Chapter 6.

Exciting next steps are addressing similarly complex tasks in the case of a wet lab assistant.

Designing a fundamental framework that would allow a robot to reason about the task and the

environment, leveraging classical understanding of kinematics and dynamics necessary for control.

Allowing the robot to become more effective as a human collaborator capable of anticipating the

humans desires in a wide range of task and scenarios, which would both enable the human to

complete a desired task and amplifying their abilities.
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